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" J(ant expressed hin1self favourable to the view that a.
world of supersensuous beings environs this planet, and that
the establishment of co1nmunication with such beings is only·
a matter of time. "-E. D. FA\VCETT.

"Before many months are over, I think it will be admitted·
by every candid n1ind that the persistence of the individual after
death, and the possibility of comn1unicating with that individual,
has been as .well established on a scientific basis as any other
fact in nature. That, you 1nay think, is a bold assertion. It is
not an assertion ; it is a prophecy, based upon facts ·which are·
within 1ny own knowledge, and of which I speak with as much
confidence as I do of anything which has ever come within myO\vn personal observation. "-W. T. STEAD, in The Review of.
J(evie'los, Jan. 1893.

" Personally, we consider Spiritualism a valuable bulwark
against the inroads of l\iaterialistic Atheism."- SALADIN, in
The Agnostic Journal.

., ,. ,,

.'

This spirit-face is the realisation of a hjgh ideal of beauty,
sweetness, and spirituality. The beauty of it we cannot now
fully comprehend ; but, as we gaze on it, we 1uay say in the
'vords of ~lichael Angelo : " So::1ls burn for souls-~pirits to spirits cry,
I seek the splendour in thy fair face stored :
Yet living man that beauty scarce can learn,
Anj he who fain would find it first must die."
[See Jit'f{)l! 92, tenth line.

PREFACE.
"THTE publication in the Br£tislz

~fourual

of

PhotograjJil)' of Mr. Taylor's Paper, \Vith the
,proceedings of the meeting at \vhich it was
read, has aroused a \vide-spread and deep interest in the subject.

The principal portions of

it, and, in some instances the \vhole of the
Paper, together \vith editorial comments, have
subsequently

appeared

in

newspapers

and

journals in Canada, Australia, India, America,
and other countries.

As his experiments \Vill

be a matter of hi$torical interest, many scientific
men \vill be pleased to have his Paper in this
book form, with the reproductions of two of the
psychic pictures \vhich he obtained on his photographic plates.
The term " spirit photographs" is generally
b
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used to describe photographs of psychic entities \Vho cannot be seen by ordinary persons,.
but can be photographed by a medium, or\vith the help of a medium, and \vith the·
co-operation of these unseen entities.

Such

portraits are obtained both indoors and in
the open air, \Vith and \Vithout a background,.
by natural light and by artificial light; and,.
in the case of '' materialised " forrns at seances,
\Vh~ch

are visible to every person present, the·

portraits have sometimes been taken by light
produced by the spirits, the exact nature of
\Vhich is unkno\vn.
The _ follo\ving

may

serve

as a

rough~

classification of \vhat are called spirit photographs:I.

Portraits of psychical entities not seen:

by normal vision.
2.

Pictures of objects not seen nor thought-

of by the sitter or by the medium or operator ;.
such as flo\vers, \vords, crosses, cro\vns, lights,.
and various emblematic objects.
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3· Pictures which have the appearance of
being copied from statues, paintings, or drawings.

Sometimes these are busts or heads

only.

The flatness in some photographs of

this class is supposed, by persons vvho have
not investigated the subject, to be proof that

the photographs are produced in a fraudulent
manner.
4· Pictures of what are called materialised
forms visible to normal sight.

5· Pictures of the "\\·raith " or "double "
of persons still in the body.
6. Portraits on plates \vhich developers have
failed to bring into vievv, but that can be s·een
and described by clairvoyants and by mediums
when in trance and \vhose descriptions agree,
though made independently.
There are, also, portraits that cannot be
classed as photographs, as they have not
been taken by the agency of a camera, or
by exposing the prepared plate previous to
development of the image.
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Those \Vho desire further information than is
contained in this volume on the subject of spirit
photography should read the follo\ving : A series of important articles by the late
Mr. Stainton Moses (M.A. Oxen), in Hu11za1t

Natu7"e, Vols. VIII. and IX., 1874-iS·

The

volumes may be had on loan from the Library of
the Spiritual Institution, 15 Southampton Ro\v,
W.C., or from the Library of the Spiritual
Alliance,

2

Duke Street, Charing Cross.

The

subscription to either Library is a guinea a year.
Article on '' Ghosts and their Photographs,"
by the Rev. H. R . Ha\veis, M.A., in the Fort-

1ziglzt/;' Rev£ew, January: 1893.
Clzronicles of tlze Plzotographs of Spiritual
Bei12gs and Plzen01JZt1la Invisible to the llfaterial

Eye.

By Miss Houghton.

Illustrated by six

plates, containing fifty-four miniature reproductions from the original photographs.
Allen, Ave Maria Lane,

I

882.

E . W.

Sold also by

Jas.

Burns, r 5 Southampton Ro\Y, \V.C.

lOS.

6d.

Price
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•' Stand upright, speak thy thought, declare
The truth thou hast, that all may share ;
Be bold, proclaim it everywhere ;
They only live who dare."
LEWIS MORRI •

"All great discoveries have at first been derided as ridiculous
and then denounced as in1pious, and lastly adopted as a n1atter
of course. Let us, then, as we ha vc to learn to labour and to
wait, stand firn1 for the expansion of human faculty, increase of
human growth, accession to human knowledge, and welcome,
as all in the day's work, even the silent apparition or the
gibbering ghost."-Rev. H . R. I-IA\VEIS, M.A.

"There is a natural body, and there is a spiritual body."
PAUL.

INTRODUCTION.
'' Every new truth which has ever been propounded has, for
a time, caused mischief; it has produced discomfort, and often
unhappiness. "-BucKLE, in History of Civilisation.

f--VHAT LED

TO

THE

RECENT E.LYPERJJliE1VTS

l .1V PSYCHIC PHOTOGRAPHY..

A

NUMBER of test seances for spirit
photography had been held with Mr.

David Duguid, of \Vhich no records have been
kept, but in April and May, 1892, four seances
were held under strict test conditions, notes of
\vhich were made at the time, and signed by
the various persons who \vere present.

These

notes \Vere printed for private circulation, and
a copy \vas sent, with some of the photographs,
to Mr. Frederic W. H. Myers, Cambridge,
(Hon. Secretary Psychical Research Society).
B
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He suggested that vvhen there 'vas another
opportunity for a test seance, the presence of
a

scientific man," and some one \veil ac·

H

•

quainted \Vith photographic manipulations, be
got to attend to \va.tch the experiments.
One

of the

investigators

induced

l\1r.

Duguid to come to London to give a seance
under the strictest test conditions \vhich could
be devised; and Mr.

J.

Traill Taylor, Editor
I

of ·the British Journal of P hotographJ', by
special request consented to take charge of the
experiments, and to fix the conditions under
\Vhich they should be made.
Mr. Taylor combines in himself the special
qualities named by l\1r. Myers, inasmuch as he
is a "scientific man," and an expert in photographic chemistry, optical research, and all
photographic manipulations.* .
Mr. Taylor is the author of several "ror1..-s
relating to the chemistry, optics, physics, and
- - - - ------------------------------------

*

In a recent patent case the judge referred to
Mr. Taylor as "the etninent witness."

DA V ID DUGUID'S CHARACTER.

3

practice of photography ; and besides being a
member of Council of the Photographic Society
of Great Britain, is an honorary member of

the

Imperial Polytechnic Society of Russia,

and of all the leading Photographic Clubs
and Societies in London, and of several in
Ne\v York.
TESTIJ!ONY RELATILVG TO DAVID D UGUID.

In a book recently published, entitled Tlze

Rise and Progress of Modern Spiritualisnz"*
(consisting of a reprint of a course of lectures
delivered in Glasgow by Mr. James Robertls on), the author gives the follo\ving testimony
as to Mr. Duguid : " For n1any years \Ve have had resident atnongst
us one \vhose nan1e is world-,vide, a11d 'l.eJltose

cltaracter is above reproaclt /

go \Vhere you ·will,

David Duguid is recognised as one of the \Vorld's
n1ediu1ns.

Fron1 his lips have con1e forth volun1es

full of wonderful infonnation which he, the norn1al
n1an, never gathered of himself, but \Yhich is the
------- - -- - -- - -- -*" Published at the office of The Two W orlds, Corporation Street, Manchester. Price 6d.
-
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product of intelligences \vho have ripened in that
other sphere of existence.

The story of the early

life of Jesus, \Yhich is to be found in Hajed, the
glimpses of ancient peoples, their n1anners and
custon1s, are a valuable contribution to our knowledge. But he has been fan1ous as a n1ediun1 for
every phase of the subject, including those n1arvellous
direct paintings \vhich have done n1uch n1issionary
'vork, the direct voices, n1aterialisation, perfutnes,
writings in language utterly unknown to hin1, and
specially in tlze conclusive evidence he ltas been tlze
1neans of furnishing as to the reality of spirit photog raplzy.

The striking story contributed to Li'ght by

' Edina,' of ho\v a picture of the dead boy \vas got
after patient \vaiting, is amongst the best- attested
phenomena.

The early and close friend of D. D.

Hon1e, he has revealed almost similar mediun1istic
gifts. One of the most genial and retiring of n1en,
he has ever reverenced his gifts, and sought in his
O\vn modest \vay to give all and sundry the benefit
of their light."

On e of Mr. Glendinning's private letters
to the editor of a photographic journal, \Vith
reference to an intended action for libel, contained the follo\ving :-

DAriD D UGUID 'S CHARA CTER .
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"If tny counsel wishes it, I shall produce such
an array of testimonials fron1 men of position as to
Mr. Duguid's honesty and uprightness as have
seldon1 been read in any court."

That \VOtdd be an easy thing to do ; but,
\vhen it is considered that Mr. Duguid has for
a long time been employed by Mr. Robertson
in his bicycle ' vorks ; that Mr. Robertson, vvho
is an active business man and a good judge
•

of character, is year after year in almost hourly
contact \Vith Mr. Duguid ; that he has been
at many of Mr. Duguid's

seances~

some of

these being held in his (Mr. Robertson's) o\vn
house-\vhen these things are borne in mind,
the value of the voluntary tribute given by
Mr. Robertson to Mr. Duguid's honesty and
uprightness ,;vill be the more fully appreciated.
For nearly thirty years has Mr. David
Duguid been before the world as a private
mediutn for various descriptions of spirit phenomena.

He has given innumerable seances

readily, \vithout fee or desire for re\vard, to

6
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clergymen, medical men, artists, teachers of
science, la\vyers, journalists, merchants, and
men and vvomen in all ranks of life; he has
sacrificed time and money in the cause which
is dear to his heart, and upon \vhich no act or
\Vord of his has ever brought a stain.

These

facts are \vell known to many, nor \vould it
be necessary to print them here vvere it not
for the efforts made to destroy public confidence in the facts brought to light through
his mediumship by \vriters in certain photog raphic journals, and the artful insinuations of
tnen \Vho pnt themselves for\vard on the plea
of being anxious investigators.
~-f,/'HElrE .JfR. T AYL OR READ H I S P A PER .

At a meeting of the London and Provincial

Photographic

1VI arch 9,

I

893, Mr.

Association,

J.

held

on

Weir Bro\vn in the

chair, the follo\ving paper by Mr. Taylor

\Vas

read by him, and, vvith his consent, is reprinted
from the Britislz journal of Photography (Vol.
XL., No. 1715, March 17, 1893).
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There \vas a large attendance of members,
and several visitors \Vere present.

Visitors

\¥ere allo\ved to make remarks, a privilege
of \vhich several availed themselves.
members put questions

Some

to Mr. Taylor on

points of detail regarding his experiments,
all

of which

explicitly.

he

replied

to

frankly

and

In replying to one member, lVIr.

Taylor stated that he had received a letter,
as~ing

him to bring a reasonable man with

him to wit12ess his experiments- in fact, he
said, he had the option of taking any one
he chose.

To another member Mr. Taylor

replied that
and

the

he himself placed

camera,

and

lighting of the room.
highly

of

Mr.

also

the sitters

arranged

the

Several members spoke

Taylor's

qualifications

to

conduct such experiments ; but as they could
not accept the spiritualistic hypothesis, and as
the photographs had to them the appearance
of being copied from cut-out prints, or made
by '' stump-v1ork," they concluded that therefore

•

8
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they could not be genuine, ignoring entirely Mr.
Taylor's emphatic statements, \Vhich he had
already given in his paper, viz. :,, My

co1zditions

we1/'e

entirely

acquiesced

i1z "-that I "should use 11zy ow?z ca11zera a1zd
tt1Zofe1Zed packages

of dry plates, purchased

fro11z dealers of 'repute, and tltat I should be
excused fro11t allowi?Zg a plate to go out of 11zy
own ha1ld t£11 after develop11ze1Zt," and that " I
should d-ictate all the co1zditions of

opet~"atio1l. "

As a matter of fact, everything connected
'vith the

experiments was

subject

Taylor's entire control and approval.

•

to Mr.

"SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHY,"
WITH REMARKS ON
FLUORESCENCE.*
By

THE

J.

TRAILL TAYLOR.

presence of smoke may be considered

as implying the existence of flame. Spirit
photography, so called, has of late been asserting its existence in such a manner and to such
an extent as to warrant competent men making
an investigation, conducted

under

stringent

test conditions, into the circumstances under
\vhich such photographs are produced, and
exposing the fraud, should it prove to be
such, instead of pooh-poohing it as insensate
because \Ve do not understand ho\v it can be
other,vise-a position that scarcely commends
itself as intelligent or philosophical.
* Reprinted from the
,R"raplty, March 17th, 1893.

Brilisl~

If in

J ournal of Photo-
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\Vhat follo,vs I call it " spirit photography "
instead of psychic photography, it is only in
deference to a nomenclature that extensively
prevails. and not as offering a surmise from
any kno\vledge of my O\vn as to what is matter
and · what spirit, or the distinction between
mind, spirit, and matter, for in truth I don't
kno\v.

I approach the subject merely as a

photographer.
Before I proceed, a fe\v \Vords on the or1g1n
of spirit photography may not be out of place.
In lVIarch, 1861,

vV.

H. Mumler, the principal

engraver in the employ of Bigelow Bros. &
Kennard, the

leading

\vhen

a\vay an

\Vhiling

je\vellers
idle

of Boston,
hour

as

an

amateur photographer, had a form other than
that of any one present developed on his
collodion plate.

He surmised that it arose

from an image having been previously on the
plate, and its having been imperfectly cleaned
off.

Subjected to a more thorough cleaning,

the fortn again appeared more strongly 1narked

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHY.

l I

--------------------------·- --

than before, and he could offer no other explanation than the one given.

It got noised

abroad through the press that a spirit had
been

photographed,

and

although Mun1ler

strove to suppress the tnisrepresentation, as

he regarded it, yet he eventually succumbed
to popular demand, and took t\vo hours a day
from his regular work, devoting them to photography.

This he had to extend to the vvhole

of each day, entirely discarding his regular
profession.

Many men of eminence sat to him,

most of whom he did not know at the time.
He seems to have encouraged his sitters in
the adoption of such test conditions as they
deemed satisfactory.

The figures that ·usually

appeared on the plate vvith the sitters \vere>

if I rightly infer, those on whom the sitters'
minds had been set.

That eminent portrait

photographer, Mr. Wm. Black, of Boston, so
\vell known all over the \vorld as the inventor
of the acid nitrate bath, undertook to investigate the bona fides of Mumler's

methods.

12
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Through a friend who had just previously
sat and obtained a figure, Black offered fifty
dollars if Mumler vvould operate in his presence
and obtain a picture.

Invited to come, the

acute Black critically examined camera, plate,
dipper, and bath, and had his eye on the plate
from the moment its preparation began until
it \vas sensitised and locked in the dark slide,
retnoving it himself from the camera, and carrying it into the dark room, vvhere, on developrnent, a figure of a man \vas seen leaning on
B.'s shoulder.

Black \vas \vonder-stricken, and

got a\vay the negative, no charge \vhatever
having been

made.

Mumler no\v claimed

publicly to be a spirit -portrait photographer,
and as such he eventually opened a studio in
N e\v York, having previously sattsfied Silver,
Gurney, and other photographers as to the
genuineness of his claims, never hesitating to
operate in their galleries if required, and \vith
their apparatus and chemicals.

Murnler \vas

arrested in N e\v York ; \Vhether on the ground

13
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of \Vitchcraft or of endeavouring to obtain
money under false pretences, I am at present
uncertain, but his trial \vas the sensation of the
day, and numerous vvitnesses were examined.
He 'vas honourably acquitted.
In this country, several \vho are amateur
photographers have investigated this subject
\vith more or less success.

These include

some F.R.S.'s, scientists, artists, and others.
I question \vhether any have so persistently
done so as the late Mr. John Beattie, of Clifton,
and his friend, Dr. Thompson.
\Vas. a skilled

professional

Mr. Beattie

photographer of

the highest eminence who, some time prior
to his death, had adopted the views of the
spiritualistic school.

The figures he obtained

on his plates were much blurred in outline,
some being misty in the extreme.

I possess

some two or three dozen of these, taken by
or in the presence of, Mr. Beattie, \Vhose intelligence, honesty, and powers of observation
no one \vould venture to doubt.

Many such

14
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photographs are claimed to have been produced
by Hudson, a professional photographer, formerlr
of the Hollo,vay Road, and I submit for examination a \Vork by the late Miss Houghton,
containing fifty-four of Hudson's spirit photographs.
There are many ways by \Vhich, assun1ing
the genuineness of only one of all spirit photographs hitherto produced, the spurious article
may be made even better than any alleged
real ones I have yet seen.
in1pressed previous

A plate secretly

or subsequent to being

placed in the camera fulfils the condition ; so
does one at the back of 'vhich is placed a
phosphorescent tablet in the dark slide.

Pres-

sure on the surface, such as by that of a
\Voodbury relief film, also causes a developable
image ; in short, trickery in a \vhole variety of
f<?rms may, and has been, impressed into the

.

serv1ce.
The higher department of fluorescence may
\\~ith

success be employed.

Here is something

15

P f !OTOGRAPH I N G THE INVISIBLE.

to which believers in the visibility of spirit
forms to a camera are quite welcome.

At the

time, and apropos of the M umler trial in New
York, I vvrote that a good many absurd things
have been said pro and co1z on the subject; but
a vvriter in the latter category, \Vho asserted
that anything that is visible to the eye of the
camera, and thus capable of being depicted
by photography, must therefore necessarily be
vjsible to the human eye, was surely ignorant
of that important branch of physics popularly
kno\vn

as

fluorescence.

M~ny

things

are

capable ·of being photographed \vhich to the
physical· eye are utterly invisible.

Why, for

that matter, a room (visually dark) may be
full of the ultra-violet rays of the spectrum,

and a photograph may be taken in that dark
light.

Objects in a roorn so lighted \vould

be plainly visible to the lens of the camera-.
at any. rate, they could be reproduced on the.
sensitive plate, vvhile, at the same time, not an
atom of luminousness could · be perceived · in

THR VE IL LIFTED.

the room by any person possessing ordinary
or no'rmal vision.

Hence the photographing

of an invisible image, \vhether it be of a spirit
or

a

lump

impossible.

of

matter is not scientifically

If it reflect only the ultra-violet

rays of the spectrum, it \Viil be easily photographed, although quite invisible to the sharpest
eye.
Again, Crom\vell F. Varley, F.R.S., \vell
k nown as one of the most eminent of electricians, says (Electric, June, I 87 I), when passing a
current of electricity through a vacuum tube,
the results of \vhich \vere indicated by touches
of light about the poles : -H In one instance,
although the experiment was carried on in a
dark room, this light \vas so feeble that it
could not be seen, and the operators doubted

if the current \vere passing.

But photography

was at \vork, and in thirty minutes a very
good picture \vas produced of \Vhat had taken
place.

This," he says, " is a remarkable fact ;

indeed, it borders on the \vonderful, that a

.FLUORESCENCE.

phenomenon invisible to the human eye should
have been, so to speak, seen by the photographic lens,

an~

chemical agency.

a record thereof kept by
It is highly suggestive, and

we may anticipate that it \vill be turned to
good account by practical philosophers."
Some very striking phenomena in photographing the invisible may be produced by
the agency of fluorescence.

Figures depicted

upon a background by one or other of certain
substances I shall presently name, although
invisible to the eye, may become visible to the
camera.

Of these, the best kno\vn, although

not the most effective, is disulphate of quinine.
Such a solution, although to the eye it is

colour~

less like water, is to the can1era as black as
ink.

Fill . three phials respectively \vith \Vater,

quinine, and common writing ink, and you
have two vvhites and one black ; but photo. .
graph them, and you have two blacks and
one white.

The camera has reduced the trans . .

parent quinine solution to the colour of the

c
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ink.

Those of you \vho may care to experi-

ment in this direction, please take notice that
the quinine must be acidulated \Vith sulphuric
acid, and that hydrochloric acid, even a small
trace, \vill

destroy

this

property.

Among

other substances that are fluorescent, or that
change the

refrangibility

of rays of light,

are mineral uranite, certain salts of uranium,
canary glass, alcoholic solution of chlorophyll,
<esculine, tincture of stramonium seeds, and
of turmeric.

There are others kno\vn to be

still better, but my experiments in this direction
are yet too incomplete to \varrant my even
indicating them.
Let me for a moment enter the ·r ealm of
speculation, and assume that there are really
spirits invisible to the eye but visible to the
camera and to certain persons called seers or
~lairvoyants

only.

1VIight

\ Ve

not suggest that

there is some fluorescent compound in the eyes

.<?f such persons not present in those \vhose eyes
are normal, and that it is to this they O\Ve

F L UORES CE NCE .

their

seeing povvers ?

Some

of you may

probably be a\vare that Dr. Bence Jones and
·other philosophers have actually established
the fact of such fluorescent substances being
found in some eyes.

May this throvv any light

:upon the recognised fact of certain animals
being able to see in the dark ?
When the subject of fluorescence is more
-thoroughly investigated (it is a discovery of
Sir D. Bre\vster, \vho \Vas follo\ved by Herschel
.and Professor Stokes, and is as yet but of
yesterday), \ve may hope for a vast accession
to our knowledge of subjects as yet very
_slightly understood.
At the Bradford meeting of the British
Association for the Advancement of Science,
:in

1873~

Dr. Gladstone, F.R.S., demonstrated

before the Mathematical and Physical Section
-vvhat I have said respecting invisible drawings
·on white cards having produced bold and
· cle~r

photographs \Vhen no eye could see the

,drawings themselves, and I brought avvay back

1 HE
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to London these· photographs, and, for aught
I know, may have them still.
To prevent this disquisition from being toe>
dry, I \viii here introduce a fanciful sketch I

wrote

apropos of Dr. Gladstone's demonstration

at the time mentioned :A mischievous young lady of scientific·
proclivities \vho attended the meeting of the
British Associat_ion, and who vvas addicted to
practical joking, listened attentively to Dr.
Gladstone's observations upon the properties.
of quinine referred to, and having carefully
noted the disoussion that follo\ved, reasoned
\vithin herself thus : If solution of quinine can
make invisible marks upon paper, \Vhich \vill
come out black in a photograph, it ought todo the same vvhen applied to the skin.

So

she procured some of this solution, and upon
her fair bro\v she painted with it a death's.
head and cross-bones.

These, of course, \Vere

invisible to human vision.

Thus prepared, she

went to a photographer to have her portrait

A LADY'S JOKE.

taken.
~n
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All \Vent right until the operator \vent

to develop the plate, \vhen she soon heard

.an altercation bet\veen the photographer and
the attendant boy, in \vhich it \Vas evident
that the latter \vas being charged \vith having
·coated an old or dirty plate.
A second negative \vas taken, \vith this
'result, that the operator, after besto\ving a
puzzled, affrighted look at

the lady, rushed

·do\vnstairs to the principal of the establishment.

Both returned to the dark room, and

.a third negative \vas taken, \vhen it became
·evident that intense excitement \Vas being pro ..
.duced in the dark room.

After an excuse to

the lady about there being electricity in the
.atmosphere, \Vhich had affected the chemicals,
she \Vas requested to sit once more.
Scarcely had the plate been developed, \vhen
•both photographer and assistant rushed out
frotn the dark room, pale and excited, and
·explained that on the bro\v of the sitter in each
.negative \vas emblazoned the insignia of the
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King of Terrors.

The negatives were produced,.

leaving no doubt of the fact.

What \vas to be-

done?
The sitter hinted something about not beingdisposed to be made a fool of by one \vho she\vas satisfied \vas a spirit photographer, and that.
she, for one, \vould not allow herself to become·
the victim of such absurdity.

This upset the·

equanimity of the photographer, \vho expressed
his earnest conviction that she \Vas an emissary·
and personal friend of the common enemy of ·
mankind.
{' I shall look in again to-morro\v," said the·

lady, in her S\veetest tones , "if you promise not
to play any of your silly ghost tricks upon me."·
" Not for ten thousand \Vorlds," said the ·
artist, " shall you ever set foot \Vithin my stud io .
again ! "
"Oh," she laughingly rejoined, " I shall drop.
in through the roof and visit you some day·
\Vhen you are disengaged ;,, and \vith that she.departed.

A
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"I knevv it!" gasped the photographer.

"I

felt a sulphurous odour the moment I came
near her.
Rev.

Send immediately for my friend, the
, and get him to offer prayer, and free

the studio from the evil influences remaining
after a visitation from one \vhose feet, although
clad in boots, would, if examined, be found to
be cloven."
For several years I have experienced a
strong desire to ascertain by personal investigation the amount of truth in the ever-recurring
allegation that figures other than those visually
present in the room appeared on a sensitive
plate.
suitable

The difficulty \vas to get hold of a
person

"medium."

kno\vn

as

a

sensitive or

What a medium is, or ho-vv phy-

sically or mentally constituted to be different
from other mortals, I am unable to say.

He

or she may not be a photographer, but must
be present on each occasion of trial.

Some

may be mediums without their being a\vare
of it.

Like the chemical principle kno\:vn as
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catalysis, they merely act by their presence.
Such a one is lVIr. D. of Glasgo,v, in \vhose
presence psychic photographs have long been
alleged to be obtained.

He \vas lately in

London on a visit, and a mutual friend got
him to consent to extend his stay in order
that I might try to get a psychic photograph
under test conditions.

To this he \villingly

agreed. :\fy conditions \vere exceedingly simple,
\vere courteously expressed to the host, and
entirely acquiesced in.. They \Vere, that I for
the nonce \Vould assume them all to be tricksters, and, to guard against fraud, should use
my

O\vn

camera and unopened packages of dry

plates purchased from dealers of repute, and
that I should be excused from allo\ving a plate
to go out of my O\Vn hand till after development, unless I felt other\vise disposed ; but
that, as I 'vas to treat them as under suspicion,
so must they treat me, and that every act I
performed must be in presence of t\\"O ""itnesses,
nay, that I \vould set a \vatch upon my O\Vn

·...
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camera in the guise of a duplicate one of the
same focus -in other words, I \vould use a
binocular stereoscopic camera and dictate all
the conditions of operation.

All this I vvas.

told was what they very strongly vvished me to·
do, as they desired to know the truth and that
only.

There \Vere present, during one or other

of the evenings when the trials \Vere made,
representatives of various schools of

thought~

including a clergyman of the Church of England ; a practitioner of the healing art \vho is
a fellow 6f two learned societies ; a gentleman
who graduated in the Hall of Science in the
days of the late Charles Bradlaugh ; t\vo extremely hard-headed Glasgow merchants, gentlemen of commercial eminence and probity ; our
host, his wife, the medium, and myself.

Dr~

G. vvas the first sitter, and, for a reason kno\vn
to myself, I used a monocular camera.

I my-

self took the plate out of a packet just previously ripped up under the surveillance of my
t\vo detectives. I placed the slide in my pocket
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and exposed it by magnesium ribbon \vhich I
•

held in my

O\Vn

hand, keeping one eY.e, as it

'vere, on the sitter and the other on the camera.
There \vas no background.

I myself took the

plate from the dark slide, and, under the eyes
of the t\vo detectives, placed it in the developing
dish.

Bet,veen the camera and the sitter a

female figure \Vas developed, rather in a tnore
pronounced form than that of the sitter.
lens

\\~as

The

a portrait one of short focus ; the figure

being some\vhat in front of the sitter, \vas proportionately larger in dimensions.

I submit this

picture (see opposite). It is, as you see, a lady. I
do not recognise her or any of the other figures I
obtained as being like any one I kno\v, and from
tny point of vie\v, that of a mere investigator
and experimentalist, not caring \vhether the
psychic subject \vere embodied or disembodied.
Many experiments of like nature follo\ved ;
on some plates \vere abnormal appearances, on
others none.

All this time Mr. D., the medium,

during the exposure of the plates, \vas quite

.

. ..
~
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....L\.fter one trial, \vhich had proved

successful, I asked him ho\v he felt and \vhat
he had been thinking of during the exposure.
He replied that his thoughts had been mainly
concentrated upon his chances of securing a
corner seat in a smoking carriage that night
from Euston to Glasgo,v.
If the precautions I took during all of the
several experiments, such as those recorded, are
by any of you thought to have be.en imperfect
·or incomplete, I pray of you to point thexn out.
In some of them I relaxed my conditions to
the ·e xtent of getting one of those present to
lift out from the dark slide the exposed plate
and transfer it to the developing dish held by
m yself, or to lift a plate from the manufacturer's
package into the dark slide held in my O\Vn
hand, this being done under my own eye, \vhich
was upon it all the time ; but this did not seem
to interfere \Vith the average on-going of the
e xperiments.
The psychic figures behaved badly.

Some

T l-IE
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vvere in focus, others not so ; some \Vere lighted
frotn the right, \vhile the sitter \vas so from the·
left; some vvere comely, as the dame I shall
sho\v on the screen, others

not so ; some·

monopolised the major portion of the plate,.
quite obliterating the material sitters ; others.
I

were as if an .atrociously badly vignetted por. trait, or one cut oval out of a photograph by a
can-opener, or equally badly clipped out, \vere
held up behind the sitter.

But here is the

point: not one of these figures \vhich came out
so strongly in the negative \Vas visible in any
form or shape to me during the time of exposure in the camera, and I vouch in the·
strongest manner for the fact that no one 'vhatever had an opportunity of tampering \vith any
plate anterior to its being placed in the dark
slide or immediately preceding development.
•

P ictorially they are vile, but ho\v came they
there?
N O\V, all this time, I imagine you are \vondering ho\V the stereoscopic camera was be-
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having itself as suc!t. .It is due to the psychic
entities to say that whatever was produced on
one half of the stereoscopic plates \vas reprGduced on the other, alike good or bad in
definition.

But on a careful examination of one

\vhich was rather better than the other, and \vhich
is now about to be projected on the lantern screen
for your examination (see page 35), I deduce
•

this fact, that the impressing of the spirit form
was not consentaneous \vith that of the sitter.
This I consider an important discovery.

I

carefully examined one in the stereoscope, and
found that, while the two sitters \vere stereoscopic per se, the psychic figure was absolutely
flat.

I also found that the psychic figure \vas

at least a millimetre higher up in one than the
other.

Now, as both had been simultaneously

exposed, it

follows

to demonstration

that,

although both were correctly placed vertically
in relation to the particular sitter behind \vhom
the figure appeared, and not so horizontally,
this figure had not only not been impressed on
D
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the plate simultaneously \vith the t\VO gentlemen forming the group, but had not been
fortned by the lens at all, and that, therefore'
the psychic image might be produced \Vithout
a camera.

I think this is a fair deduction.

But still the question obtrudes, Ho,v came
these figures there ?

I again assert that the

plates \vere not tampered '"rith by either myself
or any one present.

of thought?

Are they crystallisations

Have lens and light really nothing

to do \Vith their formation ? The \vhole subject
\Vas mysterious enough on the hypothesis of
an invisible spirit, \Yhether a thought projection
or an actual spirit, being really there in the
vicinity of the sitter, but it is no\v a thousand
times more so.

There are plenty of Tycho

Brahes capable of supplying details of observations, but who is to be the Kepler that \vill
from such observations evolve a la\v by \Vhich
they can be satisfactorily explained?
In the foregoing I have confined myself as
closely as possible to narrating ho\v I conducted

•

ABNORMAl. P oRTRAIT OF LAnv
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\
!

I
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.a photographic experiment open to ever.y one
to tnake, avoiding stating any hypothesis or.b elief of my O\vn on the subject generally, an4
it only no\v remains to exhibit the results, bad
.and fraudulent- looking as they are, on t.n e
:screen.

REMARKS BY MEMBERS AND
.

.. .

VISITORS.

I-I a ving finished the reading of his paper,
:Mr. TAYLOR exhibited by the aid of the lantern,
slides from some of the negatives he
.obtained.

ha~

A series of" Spirit Photographs," the

'vvork of Mr. Hudson, formerly of Hollovvay
f

Road, and some French photographers, \vere
.also sho\vn by lVlr. Maltby, a visitor, who was
introduced by Mr. Taylor.
Messrs. Do,vney, P. Everitt, W. E. Deben-
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ham;F. A. Bridge, A. Cov;an, A.

Had~d -on·,

J. S.

Teape, · A~ Mackie, and others took part in the·
tneeting, but their remarks, for the most part,:
\Vere · characteristic of unacquaintance with the
subject.
Mr. A. GLENDINNING explained

that~

it

had originally been intended to have had .the·
photographs taken in the studio of a West-end
photographer, but that gentleman had withdra\vn his consent O\ving to his religious

vie\VS~.

expre·s sing the opinion that su-ch experiments.
\Vere da1jgerous, if not \vicked.

The ex peri-·

n1ents were therefore made in the dra\vingroon1 -of a house in Dalston.
1\Ir. W. E.
\

DEBENHAl\1

asked if it

~Tou]d

be·

...,..

possible to repeat the experiments in the-pre-sence of t'he same medium and t\vo members.
of the London and Provincial Photographic:
Association.
[This ·question vvas ans\vered

at a

later

period of the meeting, \Vhen the suggestion
\vas made by the Chairman.]
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Mr. GLENDINNING said he had been interested in the subject of psychic photography
for t\venty-eight years, and he asked permission
from the Chairman to make a fe\v remarks.
This being readily and courteously granted, he
said, "Do the me1nbers of this Society, \vho are
now present, believe that Mr. Taylor is competent for the investigation \vhich he recently
undertook?

I do not mean, are you prepared

to endorse his statements regarding the results
of his recent experiments?

I do not mean

merely, do you consider iVIr. Taylor an honest
investigator ? There are many honest men vvho
vvould not be considered qualified to \Vatch vvith
sufficient care and accuracy experiments in
photographic manipulations.

There are others

\Vho are honest and upright, and \vho are skilful
in the ordinary routine of photographic work, ·.
who may possess very little knovvledge of
chemistry or of optics,' in their relation to
practical photography.

Others, again, may be

honest men, skilful manipulators, and adepts in
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Ghemistry and in optics, but too opinionative
to conduct such experiments as those under
consideration.

Well, then, gentlemen, looking

at the matter all round, I put it to you this \vay.
!viy O\Vn belief, my strong conviction, is this,

that lVIr. Taylor is \Veil qualified in every respect
for the very important and, I \vould add, the
very solemn task \vhich he undertook;

A man

\Vith an open mind, prepared to-

:

:

..

'Accept the truth \vhere'er 'tis found,
On Christian or on heathen ground?'

possessed of shre\vdness, tact, an eye like a
ha \V k' s, \Vatchful

and

ready to

detect

the

slightest attempt at trickery or fraud, \Vith an
integrity

of

purpose

outspokenness \Vhich
lessly to expose and

and

an

independent

\Yould lead him feardenounce those \\·ho

\vould so far forget themselves as to trifle
\vith the most sacred feelings of our nature,

by attempting to palm off as abnormal and
strange that \vhich is but a miserable counter-

4I
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feit of a grand reality.

Gentlemen, do yon

uphold me in my vie\v that Mr. Taylor \vas
the right man for the experiments to \vhich
reference has been made?
expressions of approval.)

(Applause and
I thank you for

this expression of your opinion.
wish to corner you ; I · do not

I do not

\Vi sh

to trap

you into a seeming acquiescence \vith vie,vs
which you have not considered.

My desire

is to be perfectly frank; but there are reasons,
into \vhich I need not enter no\v, \vhy I have
put before you the statements and the ques-

.

tion to \Vhich you have responded.

Well,

supposing for the moment that Mr. Taylor's
report of his

experiments

is

an

accurate

statement, that portraits have appeared on his
plates, and have been printed from his plates,
,. vvhich cannot be accounted for by any kno,vn
agency, it seems to me to be a fair conclusion
to arrive at, that there were other persons
present at those experiments besides the ladies
and gentlemen \vho could be seen \vith the
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normal vision ; that these unseen visitors \Vere
exhibiting an active and intelligent interest in
the matter, and that' they \vere aiding by
their co-operation to produce the abnorn1al
images

\V

hich appeared on the plates.

Call

these unseen visitors by the name \vhich may
commend itself to you as most fairly descriptive ; call them spooks, or ghosts, or astrals,.
or elementals, or even, if you prefer to do so,.
call them devils.

I call them spirit friends-

ex-carnated human beings-that is \Vhat they
profess to be, and that is \vhat, in an experience of such matters extending over a
good many years, I have al\vays had good
reason to believe them to be.

Therefore I

transfer the name from the principal operators
to the pictures themselves, and I call the
latter spirit photographs.

Like\vise, because

the abnormal portraits, so far as they have
been recognised, are portraits of persons \vho
have cast off the earthly tabernacle, I claim
that the name spirit photographs, or photo-
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graphs of spirits, is as near as we can get to
accuracy in the present state of our kno\vledge."
Mr. F. A. BRIDGE said they

~\vere

to believe Mr. Taylor's statement;

bound
but; as

practical photographers, though the pictures
sho\vn 1Jtigltt be spirit phot<;>graphs, he thought
they gave them the idea of cut-out prints, but
as to \vho cut them out he did not know and
did not care.-

He, ho\vever, did not for one

moment \vish to impute any complicity or
dishonesty to Mr. Glendinning in connexion
\vith

the

experiments,

for

that

gentleman

appeared (as he had said) merely to have
been desirous of arriving at the truth.
Mr.

DEBENHA~f

quite agreed \Vith Mr.

Bridge as to l\!Ir. Glendinning's bona fides in
the matter.

He \vould propose, j f possible, a

committee be formed to be present at some
similar seance.
A

ME~IBER

stated that Mr. Taylor's ex-

periments had · been vitiated to some extent

THE
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by his not having the \vhole. of the conditions
under his

o\\~n

control (a remark to \vhich Mr.

Taylor does not seem to have thought it
necessary to reply, as he· had already distinctly stated that the whole of the conditions
\vere subject to his entire control).
Professor A. HADDON observed that if spirits
gave out ultra-violet rays, it \vould be advisable
to use lenses made of quartz, as they \vould
have a far better \vay of rendering such subjects on the plate than 'vith ordinary lenses,
\:vhich cut off ultra-violet.

Again, had different

eyes different po,vers as regards the taking in
and cutting out of different rays?

Mr. Friese

Greene had sho,vn ho\v it \vas possible to
allo\v an impression to be made on the retina,
and then to be transferred to a plate.

Most

probably only certain people possessed this
~

po,ver, for it \vas curious no one had repeated
the experiment \vith success.
lVIr. T.

SHORTER

said he had had sotne

experience of the subject, and in many in-

, ..

stances such
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portraits

had

been

distinctly

recognised as those of relatives and friends,
and it \vas · not by any means a peculiar
experience.

The late Mr. Beattie, of Clifton,

obtained portraits of this kind through Mr.
Hudson, to '\vhom he \vent in a very sceptical
spirit.

H udsoi1 allovved him to go through

all the manipulations himself;

Mr. Beattie

took his ovvn plates, and inverted them before
they \vere exposed.

On one picture, after it

was taken he recognised the portrait of his
O'\Vn brother.

He (Mr. Shorter) kne\v of a

good many instances of a similar kind.

For

instance, he said, Dr. Alfred Russel W all ace
had had no hesitation in recognising portraits
so obtained.

Of course there \Vere many taken

in this way that ·could not be identified; but,
on the other hand, there \vere many that
could.

He could quote forty instances \Vhere

people could identify them.
A

lVIE:rviBER

explained ho\v a collection

of portraits of deceased persons can be made
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by

professional

photographers.

He

stated

his firm sometimes receive such portraits to
copy, and at times vvhen they deliver the
copies they pretend that the original pictures
are lost or injured ; so the customers have
nothing to compare the copies \vith.

This

brought forth the rebuke from Mr. Maltby
(a visitor)

that

the

conduct

of the

firm

might be " smart," but could not be con·
sidered honest.
Mr.

ARTHUR

MALTBY

said the spirit

forms vvhich are photographed \vere created
from

the aura that escapes from , sensitive

subjects.

Some years ago a gentleman \vent

to a photographer to have a portrait taken,
and, instead of his portrait appearing, as he
expected, that of a man \vho had been abroad
for many years, and of \vhom he kne\v nothing,
appeared on the plate.

Some vveeks after ..

'vards a telegram came announcing that the
man, \vhose

~pirit

photograph had appeared

on the plate, vvas shot.

A gain, during the
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last Austrian v;ar, an officer \vho had never
been photographed in his regitnentals appeared
to a brother officer as a photographed spirit.
On one occasion the figure of a small child
appeared in the centre of a picture.

The

·c hild had been dead nearly fifty years, but
\vas recognised after that lapse of time.

He

suggested that a photograph could be taken
to prove that fluid rays pass from a sensitive,
like photographic rays of light.

This aura,

which \Vas the material emanating from all
parts of the body, \vas collected to form the
portraits of those vv ho \vi shed to prove the
immortality of the soul.
Mr. ]. WEIR BROWN (the chairman) said
that although the pictures sho\vn that night
by Mr. Maltby might be recognised as spirit
photographs, they had only to do with Mr. Traill
Taylor's exp-eriments,'* and he \vas bound to
* On taking the chair, Mr. Brown said he did not know
'vhy they had chosen him to preside that evening, unless
it was because he kne\v nothing whatever of the subject.
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say that some of the examples sho\vn bore
evidence of being patch\vork on the plates,
and not similar to those that vvere sho\vn by
Mr. Maltby.

Mr. Taylor's results \Vere very

mysterious ; and, although Mr. Taylor himself
\vas very \vatchful, there \vas nothing to lead
them to any conclusion on the matter, so that
it must remain a mystery.

He suggested

that Mr. Glendinning should provide an occasion, if he could, for the IJondon and Provincial Photographic Association to send a
small committee to take part in similar experiments, and he \Vas sure that they would only
send fair-minded men to represent
Mr.

GLENDINNI~G,

them.~

in reply, said he \Vould

be \villing to use his influence to get such
experiments carried on in the presence of the
same medium later in the year.

* This

(Hear, hear.)

sensible proposal has been entirely set aside
by subsequent insinuations of the Association, directed
against those who were \vitnesses to the experi1nents,
and by the passing a resolution of such a character
as to lead to dissension within the Association.
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He said that his friend, the medium, had so
much confidence in Mr. Traill Taylor, that
probably he vvould

carefully

consider

Mr.

Taylor's suggestions iu the matter.
Mr. TA.YLOR asked \vhy they should expect
Mr. Glendinning, who is not a member of the
society, to be at the trouble for them.

He

suggested that the society appoint a committee
to investigate the subject, and advertise for
the services of a suitable 1nediu1JZ \Vith whom
to try experiments.

PoRTRAIT OBTAIJ.V ED

vVITHOUT

ExPos uRE IN

THE CA LlfERA.*

To\vards the close of the proceedings, Mrr
Glendinning handed to the chairman, and to
sotne of the members sitting near him, a print
of a psychic portrait from a negative obtained
without the plate being exposed in the camera!
or to light of any kind excepting that given

*

See note, page

so.
E

so
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by a nightlight in a dark lantern to develop
by.

The experiment \vas made in

co~sequence

of a conversation \vith Mr. Taylor (after his
experiments -vvere concluded), and
hour before the medium

4~bout

an

left for his return

.

JOUrney.
An Ilford dry plate had been taken by· Mr.
Glendinning from a ne\v packet, put in clean
paper, and held by the medium, in the dark
room, bet\veen the palms of his hands; Mr.
Glendinning placed his hands above and belo\v
those of the medium ; he then took the plate
and placed it in his developing tray, \vhen a
full-length figure appeared, clear and distinct,
although \Vithout artistic effect.

The negative

vvas in Mr. Taylor's possession at the meeting.
The proceedings closed

\Vith a

vote of

thanks to Mr. Taylor for his paper.

N OTE.-With regard to one or more of the
psychic portraits taken by Mr. Taylor on his
ovvn plates, in \vhich he found that the psychic

.V OTE

ON P OR TRAITS.

image had not been formed by the lens at

all, and with regard to the important discovery
.

made by Mr. Glendinning, in · a later experiment with his friend, the medium, it would
be a mistake to conclude that 'the · psychic
images on photographic
produced in this way.

plates

are ahvays:

There are many spirit

photographs, regarding \vhich all the evidence
is in favour of the theory that they are produced
by the agencyr of the camera at the same time
.as the sitters.

With respect to one of the

pictures taken by Mr. Taylor, and shown by
him on the lantern screen, the sitter, after
Mr. Taylor left the room to develop the plate,
stated to those present that there ought to be
on the plate a spirit form to his right and
nearer the camera than himself, as he felt
" drapery like a robe of silky crape pass him
at the right side when the photograph was
being taken."

When Mr. Taylor appeared

with the developed picture, it showed a fulllength female form, with a \Vhite robe, but no
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drapery about the head or shoulders.

The

sitter further stated that, during the exposure
of the plate, his mind was occupied in calculating some sums in arithmetic, so that the
psychic form could not be considered to be a
photographic representation of his thoughts.

PRESS NOTICES.
Fro11z THE

PRACTICAL PHOTOGRAPHER,

April,
PSYCI-IIC

I

893.:YF

PHOTOGRAPHY.-At

a

London and Provincial meeting, Mr.

recent

J.

Traill

Taylor showed some negatives of what are
commonly called "spirit

photographs, '~

he had taken under test conditions.
bought ordinary commercial

¥vhich

He had

plates from a

well-known commercial dealer, and exposed
them at a recent seance held in the north
.of London.

He took his own stereoscopic

camera, opened the original packets of plates
and filled the slides himself in the presence

of two gentlemen.

He exposed

* The Practical Photo_~raplter.

them

by

Monthly, Id. Double
number containing copies of Photographic Views, &c.,
{)n fine plate paper, 2d. Published by Percy Lund & Co.,
Memorial Hall, Ludgate Circus, E.C.; also by L. N.
Fowler, and by John Heywood.
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.

magnesium light upon

two

sitters, one of

\vhom \Vas alleged to be a ((medium" and
'

'I -,

'

•

immediately - develop·e d
development

some

figures (in addition

them

of then1

himself.
showed

On
other·

to those of the sitters)

which had not been visibly present \vhen the·
exposure was made.

The exposures were tnade

in . the afternoon in an ordinary drawing-room,.
when it \vas far fr<?m dark, and the magnesium light was supplementary to the daylight..
Prints from the resulting negatives, vie,ved in
the stereoscope, showed the sitters in relief,.
but the · "ghosts" \vith
flatness.

We

are

almost

the appearance of
surprised at _ Mr.

Taylor's temerity in bringing forward such .a
subject before such an audience, \Vhen he kno\vs.
full vvell the unreason i"ng prejudice .\vith \vhich
the subject is met.

Like the brothers of Dives,

·" they \vould not be persuaded, though one
rose from the dead."

vVe do not imagine·

.that · Mr. Taylor \vished to convince his hearers
·of anything, ·but surely he \vas over-sanguine
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if he

even - expected

criticism.

fair
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investigation or

Before he came forvvard in this

matter, he 'vould have been taken as a com ..
petent investigator- in fact, the meeting in
question passed a resolution to the effect that
he 'vas a

H

reliable person, and a gentleman

\vell qualified to conduct such ap experiment
as had been described."

Yet, \vhen he states

that fraud \vas ilnpossible, he is at once con ..
demned as either an incompetent or an
postor-preferably the former.

im-

A committe·e

\vas appointed to investigate the tnatter.

Will

they be believed if they give a report similar to
that of Mr. Taylor's?

Or \vill they only be be-

lieved if they give the report that is expected ? .
Referring to the unsuccessful attempt made
in another photographic journal to thro\\T doubt
upon Mr. Taylor's experiments by raising a
cry

of trickery, the Practical Photograp!te·r

makes this sensible observation :"Surely this is a miserable evasion of the
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main point at issue, \vhich is not \vhether the
medium was capable of fraud if he got the
chance, but 1:vhether Mr. Taylor is believable
vv hen he asserts that the chance for fraud \vas
not given."
In the lVIay issue of the same journal there
is the follo-\ving : " Five correspondents \Vrite on this head ;
but they only bring forvvard experiences of
many years ago, references to the iVezvs and

jour12al of old dates, and similar evidence.
The letters are interesting, but \Ve cannot find
room for a correspondence on the subject.
testimony there is more than enough.
vvho

can

probably

be

convinced

convinced

by

already,

examined the subject.

Of

Those

testimony are
if

they

have

If the matter is to

be advanced further, it must be by careful
experiments under test conditions, and such
experiments vvill not satisfy the active objectors
unless they can be repeated to order, and, so
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far as we know, no one has claimed to be
able to do this.

Only new tests, well authen-

ticated, are of use in our columns at present.
Any such we are prepared to publish, 1vith
reproduction of the alleged psychic photographs
if desired."

THE REVIEW OF REVIE1 VS, Ap1~il,

1893·

In the Reviezv of Reviews"* for April, there
is a reproduction of one of the spirit photographs taken by Mr. Traill Taylor, and also
of the portrait obtained by Mr. Glendinning
and Mr. Duguid, without the use of a camera,
and without exposing the prepared dry plate
to light until after it was developed and fixed.
Mr. Stead refers to Mr. Taylor as a well-known
photographic journalist, of unquestionable good
faith, and prints the details of the experiments

* The

_Review of Revt:ew.s, monthly, 6d. I 2 5 Fleet
Street, London; Editorial Office, Mowbray House,
Norfolk Street, Strand, W.C.
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as given in Mr. Taylor's paper.

Dr. Alfred

Russel. Wallace, F.R.S., 'vho has ·had much experience in this subject, and possesses a large
collection of spirit photographs, thinks the f!!Ost
interesting results of the recent experiments are
those in which the form of one of the sitters
is blended \Vith the form of the psychic portrait ;
but Mr. Stead thinks the portrait obtained
\Vithout the camera the most interesting.

He

concludes his article thus : "Mr4 Glendinning assures me most positively that the plate had not been tampered
\Vith.

If so, it is to be hoped Mr. Duguid

\vill repeat the last experitnent under test
conditions.

It is much the 1nost intere?ting

of the lot.*
"The illustrations are badly deyeloped, but
I

they suffice to show that the plate was

*

sensit~ve

This· experiment has since been tried ";ith --a
different medium, and successful results obtained. The
plates used were Ilford make, special rapid, and \vere
purchased from Mr. Doublet, Moorgate Street.

. RE V I EJY S . ··.
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to the presence. of entities . invisible to the
human eye. _ Everything, ·of course, depends
upon the ;,.,a ccuracy and · honesty of the photographer; _.and __ the reputation of Mr. Taylor~nd

lVlr. Glendinning is above reproach."
,
Ft"01Jt

T HE

JlfORL\ -liY G, April 4tlz,

I

893.

The recen_t lecture on " Spirit Photography,''.
given by. Mr. ]. Tra_ill Taylor before a large
audience, composed of the members of the.
London and Provincial Photographic Association and their friends, is being much talked
about in photographic circles.

Mr. Taylor,.

\Vhose personal bona fides in the matter are
admitted to be quite above suspicion, sho\ved
upon an ordinary lantern screen the results.
vvhich he had obtained.

Th~

conditions under

vvhich the spirit ex periments \vere conducteQ
\Vere as follo\vs :- Mr. Taylor used his O\Vn
bin ocular stereoscopic camera, and provided
himself with unopened packages of " Ilford , .

6o
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dry plates, purchased from dealers of repute.
He exposed the plates by means of magnesium ribbon in the presence of a medium.
At the first attempt, bet\veen the camera and
On

the sitter a female figure vvas developed.

several of the other plates exposed various
figures \Vere also discovered.

It \Vas distinctly

asserted by Mr. Taylor that none of these
\Vere visible to him at any time during the
exposure in the camera, and he vouched that
no

one

had

the

slightest

opportunity

of

tampering \vith the plates before they lvere
placed in the dark slide or immediately pre.ceding development.

FroJJz

TnE JvlEDIUJI .rLYD

D.A YBREAK, ivlarch

24th, I893·:¥f
THE

EXPERI:~1ENTS

IN

SPIRIT

PHOTO-

GRAPHY.- vVe call attention to certain important points in lVIr. Taylor's paper and the
* The Afedittlll and Daybreak, weekly, 1-ltd.
Burne, I ; Southan1pton Ro,v, \V.C.

James

6!
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remarks which follo\v it.

The first considera-

tion is, that nothing should be jumped at as.
fraud, though it may appear to be so.

Mr.

Taylor has taken a strong, manly position in
exhibiting photographs \Vhich
appearance

have all the

of being spurious, and yet he

kno\vs they are not so.

A man in a position

less eminent could not afford to be so bold.·
Mr. Glendinning dwells on this feature of the
investigation in an excellent manner.
The photograph obtained without exposure
at all, described at the close of the report,
suggests a means of producing pictures quite
unknown to science or photographic art.

It,

in its \vay, resembles the direct \vriting on
closed slates, or on unopened packets of paper.
But on carefully examining Mr. Taylor's negatives it appears as if the spirit figures had not
been cut out and stuck on, but there is a
blending of the one picture \\rith the

other~

shovving plainly that . a different mode of
operation was at \Vork.
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We have often · observed in · our lectures ·
that the nature · of · the image differs in the
pictures of · every spirit photographer,

Evi-

dently the photographers on the other side
have taken up Mr. Taylor's ' challenge -to investigate in a very serious manner, and have
shovvn some of their · skill to set the brains of
mortal photographers o'n the alert for -a more
~omprehensive

kn·o,vledge of the possibilities

involved in their art.
Let ·this thought d\vell in the mind of
every reader,
4

'

frauds"

that

attributed

many of the

so-called

to spiritual experiment

have not been frauds at all, but the hasty
conclusions of that unvvorthy suspicion \vhich
is begotten of igr1orance.

Such conclusions

bring the subject to a standstill, -vvhereas a
tentative and trustful investigation \vould lead ·
to most important discoveries.

V\Te 'rejoice· to

see the healthy direction vvhich the present
experiments have taken.

REVIE WS.

P1~'011l LIGHT,

March

I

Stlt,

I

893.-:lff

We invite the special attention

of our

readers to a report in our present issue, of
experiments in " Psychic Photography," conducted by Mr.

J.

Traill Taylor.

Never before,

so far as '¥e are a ware, has the investigation
of this, one of the most interesting of SpirituaListic phenomena, been undertaken by a man

so competent in every way for the work,
enjoying, as he does, a high reputation for
his scientific attainments in his own special
department, and for his powers of keen and
careful observation.

Using his own camera

and plates, and coQducting the operations with
his own hands, he succeeded in photographing
figures, " not one of which/' he avers, "had
been visible in any form or shape during the
time of exposure in the camera."

But more

than this, by observing the results on the
* Lz:[Jht, weekly, ' 2d. Published at
Adelphi, London, W.C.

2

Duke Street,
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occasion \vhen a stereoscopic camera \vas employed, he arrived at the conclusion that-as
some Spiritualists have long tpought to be
probable-the figure developed had not been
formed by the lens, and the psychic image
might be produced \vithout the camera at alL
It \vill be interesting to observe what Mr.
Taylor's photographic brethren \Vill have to
say to him ; for ourselves we tender him our
hearty thanks.

Fro1Jt

LIGHT,

.!J,farclz

2 stlt, I

893·

The importance of this address can scarcely
be exaggerated, and for tvv-o reasons,-one,
that \Ve have a scientific photographer, of the
first rank, treating the subject publicly before
a body of men, the majority of \vhom \vould,.
presumably, be at least sceptical ; and, next,.
that in the address there \Vere advanced certain
speculations which may not only help to the
elucidation of the means \vhereby such photo-
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.graphs are produced, but also thro\v light upon
-the great problem of Spiritualism itself.
Of the

experiments

'vhich

have

been

:already described \Ve have nothing to say,
·except that, unless fraud

be admitted

as

having been possible, figures \vere produced
··on the plates \vhich could only have got
·there in some abnormal \vay.

Fraud, ho\vever,

seems to have been about as impossible as it
·Could be under any circumstances \vhatever.
Mr. Taylor used his O\vn camera.

The plates

··,vere bought from dealers of repute, and the
parcel \vas opened in vie\v of t\vo \Yitnesses,
..,vitnesses above suspicion.

l\1r. Taylor insisted

·that he should keep the plates in his

O\Vll

_hands until after development, and this caution
he relaxed only so far as getting cne of those
present to lift out from the dark slide the
~exposed

plate and transfer it to the developing

·dish held by himself, or to transfer a plate
-from the manufacturer's package 1)nto the dark
~I ide

held by his O\Vn hand.

Unless, therefore,
F
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there had been connivance on the part of the
"dealers of repute" \vho supplied the plates,
which is out of the question, or the persons
present \Vere all of them leagued together to·
cheat, \Ve are forced to the cone I usion that
the results \Vere genuine. . . .
A fe\v more \Vords must be given to Mr ..
Traill Taylor.

The importance of his lectures.

has been dealt \Vith else\vhere, but it can bear
emphasising here.

Facts, or \vhat appear to

be facts, \Ve have in plenty, but the explanation of these facts, except theoretically, is not
so common .

Anything \vhich sheds even the

faintest glimmer on the

meaning of these

facts is supremely \velcome, and this glimmer,
or more than glimmer, Mr. Taylor has produced.

It \vill be strange if that "fluorescence''

\vhich has been so relied upon for the general
""
theory of fraud should
turn out to be the

means of demonstrating the opposite.

REVIEWS.

Fronz

LIGHT,

ilfay 6th,

I

893.

It \vas not to be expected that Mr. Traill
Taylor's photographs would be left unchallenged.

But as it is impossible to impute

fraud to Mr. Taylor or his associates, the
objectors are throvvn back on somevvhat flimsy
arguments.

A letter to the Cltrist£an World

may perhaps be taken fairly \vell - to represent
the kind of argument.

The letter is signed

" f'. Gass."

Of course \ve know that fraudulent spirit
photographs have been plentifully sold, but
because there is a large amount of falsehood
in the world it does not follo\v that there is
no truth.

But let us see ho\v Mr. Taylor is

treated by this critic : "Mr. Taylor says these
forms were invisible to \vatchers in the room,
and were, therefore, disembodied spirits."
There is no such "therefore" in Mr. Taylor's
address.

\\lhat he did say was :

a

In the fore-

going I have confined myself as closely as
possible to narrating ho\v I conducted a photo-
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graphic experi1nent open to every one to make,
.avoiding stating any hypothesis or belief of

my O\vn on the subject generally.''
The \Vriter· takes exception to Mr. Taylor's
statement that the figures 'vhen examined by
the stereoscope \vere absolutely flat; because
'' the figures \Vere solid enough to obscure a
vie\v of the sitting medium \vhen they stood
bet\veen him and the camera."

That is, Mr.

·Gass kno\vs all about solidity, and \vhat could
or could not be done by \vhat Mr. Taylor is
careful to call a

"psychic entity."

That

there is any appearance of light and shade in
the engraving as it is in the Review of Re~1iezos
proves nothing ; even if it is there, \Ve have
Mr. Taylor's assertion that in the photograph
.he examined \Vith the stereoscope the "psychic
figure \vas absolutely flat."

As to the nonsense

.about the clothing of the figures and the
draper's shops in Ghost-land \Ve have nothing
to say.

lVIr. Gass then falls foul of photo-

.g-raphs being taken \vithout the employment
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of a lens.

Such a thing would be a miracle.

So Mr. Gass knows vvhat a miracle is.

"To

obtain a portrait on a plate, light is imperatively necessary, and to obtain an image of
a figure it must be brought into focus by the
lens of a camera."

Of course, if these things

"must" be so, there is an end of the matter,.
but the experiment went to disprove the
necessity
"light "?

of this

"must."

And

vvhat

is

Has Mr. Gass any kno\vledge of

the spectrum, and could he himself "see "
the actinic rays which produce the pictures
on the sensitised plate ?

Fro-:;z the "Tfivo

~VORLDS,"

March 24th, 1893.*

Mr. Taylor is, perhaps, the most competent and reputable man who, as an experienced
and scientific photographer, has undertaken
• The Two Worlds, weekly Id., published by The
Two Worlds Publishing Company, Limited, 73A
Corporation Street, l\1anchester.
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such experiments, hence his testimony is all
the more valuable. The medium was Mr. David

Duguid, and the res tilts are of great importance.
Mr. A. Glendinning, \vho brought about
the sittings, deserves the thanks of all Spiritualists.

''I suppose there is nothing n1ore difficult than for scientific
people to realise that the dead are living.''
Rev. H. R. HA\VEIS, 1f.A.

GHOSTS AND THEIR
PHOTOGRAPHS.*
By

THE

RE·v. H. R. HA\VEIS, M.A.

EVER since the appearance of the more
than sensational " Real Ghost Stories ''
·and " More Ghost Stories "_,vhich are, like
-the ghosts, still appearing-a great and calm
·tolerance of the occult made manifest seems
·to have

diffused

itself throughout English

:society.

People are bringing out their own

private little bogey stories, of \vhich they used
to be quite ashamed, and, \vhat is

more

·curious, they are bringing out their bogey
·photos, both of \vhich things reveal the fact
ho\v many more ghost stories and ghost photos
.are about than people seem generally to have

'*'

Reprinted from the Dally Graphlc, Jnne 23rd, I 892,
·by permission of the Rev. Mr. Ha,veis and of the Editor.
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imagined.

Only the other day I \Vas told

of a young lady -vvho went down to Brighton!.
to an ordinary photographer.

She sat as an

ordinary sitter, suspecting nothing.

The plate

came out blurred. all over ; photographer surprised, and on point of casting plate aside,.
\vhen sitter begs to see it, and further begs to ·
have it printed off.

Result-photo blurred· all

over, sitter unrecognisable ; \vhen subjected to
high magnifyer, milky way of blue reveal5.
innumerable faces, but all the

same face !

Recognised by young lady at once as face of·
dead lover.

This is the kind of story which

is becoming tiresomely common, and often 1
be\vilderingly \veil evidenced.
No\v, unless I had thought this question,
of alleged appearances-palpable enough to ·
be seen, perhaps photographed-might have
a grave side to it, I should not have for t\vo ·
Sundays

rung the changes, and

the pros -

and cons. in the pulpit, and pointed out the·
momentous connexion bet\veen such manifes- ·

" S HOJ-V /liE THE GHOST."

T3

tations and our interests here and hereafter.
People seemed much impressed vvith this view.
The fact is that every time I announced the
subject at St. James's, Westmoreland Street,
Marylebone, cro\vds \Vere unable to get seats,
and I \Vas in a \vay cotnpelled to resume the
topic next Sunday, \vhile thousands struggled
in vain to get into my tolerably spacious vestry
after the sermon to catch gli1npses of the
selected photos and spirit dra,vings there exposed to vievv.

Well, this shows, I

suppose~

that I had, if possible, under-esti1nated the
toleration \Vhich I solicited for this dubious
subject, but which I hardly expected to \vin.
"WILL

vou Snow

J1.1E THE

Gnosr ?"

The physical philosopher (and \Ve are all
physical philosophers, whatever else \Ve may
be) naturally asks, when he is told that this
or that person has seen a ghost, " Will you
sho\v me the ghost ?"

Sometimes he is in-

form ed that if he sleeps in the haunted room

7-t
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he \vill be quite satisfied.

Sometimes he does,

and isn't-sometimes he does, and is,· 'vhen
he is, like a \Vise man he is apt to keep \Vhat
he has seen (as Johnson said every man did
his religion) to h'imself.

Perhaps he may have

been in the habit of laughing at ghosts and
sneering at people 'vho believed in them, and
doesn't 'vant to eat his O\vn \Vords.

Perhaps

he resembles the man 'vho said "he did not
believe in ghosts, but \vas very much afraid
of them ; '' or, perhaps, he had no taste, after
1naking a full confession about 'vhat he may
have seen, for the retort courteous, that he \vas
p robably a fool or a liar- or both.

Anyho\v,

t he physical philosopher might next inquire,
Did several people see the ghost at once, or
independently at different times?

Is there

reason-that is to say - to suppose the ghost
'vas really an objective (external to the spectator) or merely a subjective hallucination ?
A very reasonable inquiry.

" Photograph me

a ghost ; chemicals have no fancies, plates

"SHOW ME THE GHOST.''
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don't get nervous, and lenses tell no lies!"
Good.

So vve proceed to get a medium into

the studio ; \Ve photograph a\vay, and a ghost
comes out behind the medium !
'' Ah ! but did you examine the plate before
it -vvas slipped in?''

"No."
" Then the plate was cooked ; the ghost
was already on it."
"Try again."

This time you bring your

own plate ; but again comes a ghost.
"Ah ! but did you change the screen behind
you-shift it, or put your o\vn screen ? "

" No."
"Well, the ghost \Vas in chemicals on the
screen."
So next time you remove the photographer's
screen, and put your O\vn, and bring your O\vn
plate, too ; but again comes a ghost.
"Ah ! but did you examine the inside of
the camera ?
process ?

Did you watch the developing

Did you \vatch your plate from
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beginning to end?
thing- \Vindovvs,

Nay, did you spy every&c.- outside

thoroughly?·

A ghost might be shot on to the exposed
camera.

Did you allo\v any one to dress up

in a sheet behind you, and do the partial ex·
posure trick ? "
Well, next ti1ne you take every precaution,
and if still you get a ghost, "that gives to·
reflect," as the French say ; so let us reflect a.
little.

" A UTHE1VTIC ''

GHOST PHOTOS.

The most authentic ghost photos are the
hardest to get. hold of.

They are in the hands.

of private amateur photographers, who are

shy~

of lending or shovving them because they ar.e
shy of being accused of fraud or folly; besides,
to them these photos are often sacred, or they
seem to portray the features of the beloved
dead.

I believe Mr. Crookes, F.R.S., one of

the greatest scientists living-the reno,ved inventor of the radiometer-has obtained spirit
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photos of a materialised form that appeared
apart from the medium, and moved about the
room freely vvhile. a continuous current of
electricity was being passed through the entranced medium, so that she could not move
vvithout betraying the motion.

But, like the

wise man he is, Mr. Crookes, after having
tasted the quality of scientific bigotry, and
already suffered some,vhat for his ardour in
the pursuit of unpopular and novel truthMr. Crookes, I say, keeps certain experiences,
together \Vith his abnormal photos, to himself,
and will not now even sho\v them.

It is of

. no importance to him \vhat those \vho do not
and cannot knovv the facts think about them.
They belong to his laboratory work.

Why

should he bother himse]f \Vith a crowd of
outsiders ?

Of course, no spirit photo, of

itself, can bear conviction, nor is it possible
to produce about it in a journal any evidence
that ' ¥ill.

The tvvo spirit photos I have been

prevailed upon to allo\v the Editor of the
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Daily Graphic to use with this open letter are,
nevertheless, of considerable interest.

(I) The

lady seated \vent with her daughter.

She

did not tell the photographer who vvas in her
thoughts.

She thought of and longed for her

father to appear.

She did not even tell her

daughter or any one else the mental test.
She thought that her father should appear
vvearing a peculiar black cap vvhich he commonly used during the last days of his illness
That test was never revealed before the plate
was developed; but it was ans\:vered, as may
be seen in the photo (see opposite) ; the features
also are too marked to allow of any doubt.
THE LATE EDITOR OF "LIGHT."

The picture on page 83 represents Mr.
Stainton Moses and a figure unkno\vn to him.
The accomplished Editor of Liglzt is best known
to the public as M.A. Oxon.

The Rev. Stainton

Moses, a graduate of Oxford University, \vas for
many years Classical and English master at Uni-

LADY AND THE S PIRIT OF HER FATHER.

(L ent by the Editor qf" The Daily Grapltic. ")
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versity College, London.

From his investiga-

tions he became convinced . of the general
truths of \Vhat is vaguely called S piritualism,
.and has devoted himself for some t\venty
_years to making the public familiar \vith the
higher aspects, \vhile \Yarning them against
its ridiculous, dangerous, or degrading tenden·cies.

The only interest of the photo is that

it \Vas taken under all those strict test con·ditions \vhich I have alluded to above in this
·open letter.
_photographers

The chief
are

M.

professional
Buguet,

of

spirit
Paris,

frightened by the priest into a recantation
·Of his spirit photos, \vhich recantation no one
who tested Buguet believes any more than
·does Buguet himself; Mr. Hudson, who \vas,
I am told, not always above suspicion, but,
.like other mediums, \Vas also successful under
rigid test conditions ; Mumler, Beattie, and
many others I kno\v nothing about.

Mr.

.Stead is no\v occupied in testing spirit photography, and that being the case, \ve are soon
G
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likely to hear more about it from an abler
pen than mine.

So great \Vas the interest

shown in the labelled spirit photos and the
spirit dravvings

by

the

late

Mrs.

Watts,.

daughter of vVilliatn and lVIary Ho,vitt, exposed in my vestry, St. James's, Westmoreland Street, Marylebone, that I kept them up
for a second Sunday.

There is nothing like

publicity as a means of getting at truth.
in the light!

Let

Sift facts ! '' Prove all things ;

hold fast that \vhich is good."- I Thess. v.

~I.

1\IR. STAINTO N 1\IosEs (~LA.

Oxon)

AND THE UNKNOWN GHOST.

(Leut by tlze Editor o/" The Dail;' G·raphic.")

,

SPIRIT PH.O TOGRAPHY.
By

THE

J.AS. ROBERTSON,

Glasgozo.

most striking phenomena associated

\vith \vhat comes under the name of
Spiritualism are those connected \vith photography.

It \vas very naturally thought that

nothing \vas so capable of bringing conviction
to the inquirer as a record made by the
camera, \vhich might be considered free from
all imagination, unconscious cerebration, expectancy, &c., and yet there has been no part

.

of the phenomena that has been more fiercely
assailed as being fraudulent.

No n1atter ho\v

clear and searching and honest has been the
experimenter, if success attends his \Vork suspicion and cruel innuendo invariably follo\v him.
The truths pertaining to the spiritual are not
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received in the same calm, critical, and philosophic spirit as the discoveries that are presented
in other realms.

People gladly \velcome a ne\V

planet, or a ne'v metal, and laud the discoverer ;
but the explorer in spiritual phenomena is at
once set do,vn as either a madman or a fraudulent person.· One can scarcely estimate the loss
the \vorld has sustained by its \vant of fair
treatment; sensitive souls fear to speak out and
tell all they kno\v.

Robert Chambers kept his

Spiritualism in the background, and \valked
through life honoured and respected, but he
n1ade the battle of unpopular truth all the more
difficult to fight for the men and \vomen 'vho
did speak out.

Spiritualists, though set do,vn

as credulous, are as far removed from this con . .
<lition as it is possible to be; they have had to
fight their way step by step, critically examining,
but honestly yieldjng 'vhen the facts \vere too
much for them.
Very many photographic artists are in their
ranks \vho have again and again met \Vith

SPiRIT PHOTOGRAPHr.
--

~--

strange and \veird markings on the sensitive
plate, \:vhich they could not understand ; they
have sought only to get at the truth. Fraud lives
but for the hour, and the person \vho has joined
the ranks of an unpopular cause kno\vs that a
fierce light \vill beat upon all his actions, so that
he need be more than ordinarily cautious in all
he sets do\vn ; but though bogus spirit pictures
·can be made, must ' ve cease to present

thos~

\Yhich are got by honest people under conditions
.t hat have been considered perfect ?

Over

t\venty years since, in N e\v York, a photographer named Wn1. H. Mumler succeeded in
:getting hundreds of pictures of the so-called
·dead, \vhich \vere recognised by their friends as
portraits ; the great body of people \vho \vent
to him were total strangers, one of them, thickly
v eiled, being the 'vife of the murdered President
Lincoln.

On the plate \vas seen her husband

.and one of her children, \Vho had passed on.

I

had the good fortune to come in contact \vith
those \vho \vent to Mr. Mumler shortly after

.
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arriving in N e\V york, and \Vho got test

picture~.

\Vhich \Vere beyond cavil or suspicion.

In.

hundreds of cases the camera saw and reported
\vbat the physical senses did not cognise.
:VIr. Mumler's success brought him

only~

hardship and excessive pain ; he \Vas dragged.
into the la\v courts and fiercely assailed as an.
impostor, but the volume of evidence \Vhich \Vas.
brought in his favour so vindicated his cha-.
racter that he triurnphed.

In our O\Vn country

again and again \Ve have had photographers,.
amateur and professional, \vho have met \Vith.
these forms on their plates.
l\1r. Hudson, of London, got many test
pictures, and a \vhole crovvd of eminent people
have vouched for the reality of the likenesses of
their deceased friends.
1\'Ir. John Beattie, of Clifton, a retired pho-tographer of t\venty years' experience, a mant
thoughtful and skilful, along \vith his friend Dr..
Thompson, made experiments in spirit photography for their own private satisfaction, and.
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placed on record details of their patience and
ultimate success.

Forms again and again, ·some

fragmentary, faint, and shado\vy; some full and
clear, appeared on the plate, fully attesting that
spirit photography was reaL
The late editor of Liglzt, Rev. Stainton
Mose~,

1\II.A., had a n1ost extensive experience,

and brought a clear and searching intellect to
bear upon it.

His series of papers dealing·

'vith the subject is careful and

~omplete

in all

details, and sho\vs \vith \vhat · patience and
care the spiritual investigator examines the
ground before he gives forth his conclusions.
In his experiments he ofttimes sa\v the figures
\vhich after\vards made their appearance on the
plate.
My O\Vn opportunities for the observation of
the reality of the phenomena have been good.
Brought into close and daily contact \vith Mr.
David Duguid, through our business relations,
I liave been able to \Vitness almost all thepictures \vhich have been taken through his
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mediumship.

He has been most averse all
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the time to give sittings, as he fully kno\vs the
amount of suspicion \vhich must gather, and the
annoyance that \vill be created, ho,vever suc

40

cessful ; yet still he is anxious to perform his
share in the ""ork of demonstrating human imtnortality.

It seems hard that the spiritual

medium, of all persons, should have the taint
of suspicion cast around him.

Spiritualists

themselves have come from such a sceptical,
tnaterialistic side of human experience, that
they are suspicious of each bit of phenomena
,,·hich has not hitherto come under their gaze.

.

It must not be overlooked that the bulk of
exposures have been the result of the actions
of spiritualists \Yho \vould have nothing but
" ?hat is genuine.
Some years since Mr. Duguid yielded to the
strong pressure that \vas brought to bear, and
took at intervals pictures on \vhich appeared
other form s than those seen by the physical
senses.

Each effort

\Vas

not a success.

Again

TES T E XPER.ffi1ELY TS.
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--
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.and again have \Ve gone into the developing
·chamber, only to find there \vas but the physical
.sitter.

On all these occasions \Ve took the

utmost care to be able to vouch for the conditions under \Yhich they \vere taken, so as to
~

meet the naturally critical questions \vhich \vould
be put.

l\1r. Andre\v Glendinning, of London,

\Vho has been on the closest terms of friendship
\Vith Mr. Duguid for over thirty years, used to
come do\vn, and at such times the latter yielded
to the request for a sitting.
lVIr. Glendinning brought his

O\Vn

plates,

took eyery precaution that they should not pass
-out of his sight-not that he suspected anything
\vrong, but that he might make his testimony
·of value.

\~'/e

had on almost every visit the

most marked success.

During the process I

\Vas often conscious of the presence of spirit
people before they made their appearance on
the plate ; people \vho \Vere kno\vn in the flesh
.and others came in this mysterious \vay, and
·-Clearly sho\ved that death must be some other
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thing than \vhat \vas tnade out by popular
theologies.

As the Rev. John Page Hopps .

says, "A future life means persistence of life,
means that the spirit self remains a conscious
living self \vhen it sheds the muddy vesture of
'

clay. . . . . . Such a being, acting from the
unseen upon the sphere of \vhat is to us the
seen, might, under certain conditions, be able
to \Vork \Vhat \Ve call miracles."

It \vas the

good fortune of lVIr. Glendinning to get beside ·
us on one occasion a most exquisite face of

a

lady, full of each charm and grace that make
up the \vomanly character.
might be applied to it.

The term angelic

Such a face the se-·

raphic painters have ofttimes dra,vn, a Raphael
might have painted it.

From some,vhere must

have come this form ; and Spiritualism demonstrates \vhat Mr. Justice Groves, in T!te Correlation of P ll)'sical Forces,

~gives

as a probable ·

theory, "lViyriads of organised beings may exist
imperceptible to our vision, even if \Ve \Vere
among them."
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A legal gentleman of some literary culture,
\vho had become conscious of the reality and
beauty of the spiritual philosophy, \vrote several
valuable articles, in \Vhich \vere given the
-clearest proofs of spirit identity.

He \vas

most anxious to get the picture of a dear
boy \vhom death had carried a\vay some years
before, and \vhose absence, perhaps, made him
.at first inquire as to 'vhether Spiritualism had
.any joy to give.
Under the signature of " Edina" this gentleman gives one of the most satisfactory bits of
·evidence it \vould be possible to get.

He made

.attempts to get this portrait in Glasgo,v, but
in vain ; though the child's sister, 'vho \vas
clairvoyant, sa\v him quite distinctly, "Edina"
'vas not able to get his impress on the plate.
I give the follo\ving from " Edina," \vhich surely
places beyond a doubt that these spirit photographs are \vhat they claim to be :" Seven separate attempts \vere n1ade to get a
sptrit photograph of our lost one-t\vice in Glasgo\v
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and five thnes in Edinburgh--and on every occasion,.
although our farnily n1ediun1 infonned us that our
son \vas in the room and standing before the can1era,.
besides being assisted or attended by others of our
relatives, no'v on the other side, nothing \vas got but
faces of persons unknow·n to us.
' Try and try
again ' has, ho"~ever, ahvays been our n1otto in
n1atters appertaining to the spirit \YOrld, and, though
\Ve \Vere discouraged, \Ve resolved to persevere. 1\vo
of the seven sittings w·ere taken \vith Mr. David
Duguid, in Glasgo,v, and he also can1e to Edinburgh·
and had t\YO sittings, or trials, for photography in·
our house, and in the roon1 in 'vhich our son \vas
born and died, so that every favourable condition
possible was co1nplied \Vith, but all in vain. ) 'I r.
Duguid \Vas here early in April, I 892, giving his
second painting seance, and he again kindly offered
to n1ake another effort to get ·what \Ve desired. On
this occasion, I an1 proud to report that our efforts
have been crow·ned 'vith conspicuous success. On
the night previous to the day on "'hich our eighth
and successful sitting took place, a letter \Yas auton1atically \Vritten by our daughter, in the hand~
writing \ve know· so \Yell, that of n1y 'vife's eldest
sister, \Vho passed over twenty-eight years ago, and
\Vho has had charge of our son since he entered the
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The letter gave us full directions as to

next day's experi1nent, and again requested it .to be
111ade in the bedrOOll1 referred to.

n1r. Duguid \Vas

in Edinburgh the san1e night on \vhich the letter
came, but he 1nerely called, left his ca1nera, and
arranged as to next day's sitting.

He returned next

day at noon, and the photographic sitting \Yas at
once begun.

The day \vas bright and clear, and the

conditions seen1ed to favour a good sitting.

The

bedroon1 is a large one, being t\venty feet long by
about fifteen feet broad, and is 'veil lighted by a
plate-glass \Yindo,v, so that the light \vas excellent.
" Before dealing with the sitting, I pren1ise that
the dry plates vvhich were to be used in the can1era
were purchased by us in a shop in Edinburgh on
the· day preceding Mr. Duguid's arrival, and the
chen1icals required for the developn1ent of the negative were ·what ren1ained of the supply purchased
by us on the occasion of }\fr. Duguid's forn1er visit
The sitting began about t\velve o'clock, and four
plates were first used by the n1edium.

A.fter an

hour two n1ore plates were tried, and then \Ye ceased
operations.

These six plates \Vere taken out one

by one fro1n the paper in 'vhich they \vere \Vrapped,
by my second eldest daughter, in a ' dark ' roon1,
lighted with a sn1all red lan1 p, and then handed by
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He, in her presence, put each

plate, as it \vas required to be used, into the dark
slide, 'vhich he then took to the bedroom and inserted in the can1era.

By desire of the n1ediun1 my

\Yife and t\YO daughters in succession, just

befor~

each photograph \vas taken, put one of their hands
As I

on the top of the can1era for a second or t\vo.

haYe said, six of the t\velve plates purchased by us
"'ere used at the sitting, and on development it 'vas
found that on four of the1n there 'vas a child's face
~nd

fonn appearing close to the sitters, \vho \vere my

"·ife and t\vo daughters before referred to.

After

the sitting closed, Mr. Duguid proposed to take the
four plates \vith hin1 to Glasgo\v to get then1 printed
off; but pending his going home, he left the \Vhole
series with us overnight, and got the1n from us next
day.
" In the interitn, ho,vever, our anxiety as to the
child's face on the four negatives led us to atten1pt
to print off an i1n pression on son1e prepared paper
"'e had left in the house fron1 the last futile experiment.

Accordingly, my second eldest daughter, who

has had some experience in atnateur photography,
took tne four plates I have above referred to, and
put them to be printed at one of the \vindows.

On

examining the four impressions as they were printed
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off, we were gratified to find, on each of the four photographs or copies so printed, a clear and well-defined
likeness of our departed son, not with a ' shadowy '
or 'filmy' face, ]ike some spirit photographs I have
-seen, but quite 'hun1an-looking,' although a sweeter
and more spiritual expression pervades the countenance than when in earth life. The portrait of our
boy is as clear and distinct as the one we possess
of Professor Sandringharn, which is admitted, by
·every one who has seen 1t, to be a splendidly distinct
spirit photograph. The first of the negatives \vhich
-was printed off disclosed our boy sitting up in bed,
just in the place where he died, and although, as I
have said, his face is ·more spiritualised, and not so
·chubby as \vhen in earth life three years ago, yet
there is not the least doubt in our minds that it is
our loved and lost one as he is no'v on the other side.
The second photograph discloses him as clothed in
a boy's suit, and sitting on his mother's knee. Here
also the face is quite human-looking, and just our son
as he looked about the close of his sharp and severe
illness. The likeness in all the photographs is essentially the same. Over the figure in each photograph
is a beautiful star, and the \vhole experiment has been
a phenomenal success in spirit photography, besides
being a source of great joy to usr all.
H
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'' l\1r. Duguid :v~s never in 1ny house in Edin-

bp.rgh
-

~ill

the end of January last ( 1892 ).
t\vic~

our fan1ily 'vent

Tw·o of

to Glasgow-once in r8go and

once in 1891-and had a sitting with hin1 :on the
occasion of each visit.

Faces can1e on the

negati~~~S·

on both occasiq~\~'
but not the face " ,anted. At.
.
.
these sittings .no~hing 'Yas . s~~d ,to Mr. Duguid _as
.

:

.

.

.)

to our fa1nily affairs, o,r the appearance of our

boy~

bnt he "·as told ·wh,a t,. we
'vanted,. -and
did his - best to
. .
.
get · a s~tisfacto.ry result. '\Ve were not disappoi!ltep..
.

.

at failure, because \Ve knew, the
the experitnent.

_di~culties

"

attending

The only photograph ·we have of

our so~1 \vas got 'vhen he \Va~ ~\YO years old, and is
npt at all Jike 'vhat he _,vas \Vhen he \vas taken fron1
r

us.

.

show·~

The photograph \vas

by n1e to Mr.

.

~

Duguid for the first and only t_i1ne on the . d~ y
succeeding the success_ful sitting, and after the negatives had been printed off in the 1nanner before
detailed.

The ·dry plates were our

O\Yl1,

and 'vere

never handled by the- n1edium till he put then1 in.
the slide or box as before described. The chen1ic~ls

were ours, and the developn1ent took place in
the presence of my second eldest da~ghter, in the
dark . roon1 before referred to, and to ·which we all
.

had

ac~ess

.

during the 'vhole process.

I therefore

clailu that this den1onstration has been a con1plete
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success, because every test condition has been co1n
plied \Vith. As ' Salem Scudder' puts it, in a certain
sensational scene in Dion Boucicault's 'vell-known
drama of the Octoroon, ' I guess the apparatus can't
lie.' rfhe apparatus, i.e., the can1era, has certainly
not lied to us. I have als·o to state that our fatnilyn1ediuni saw our son in the roon1 'posed' in front
of the can1era during the sitting and pointed out
the place \vhere he stood, before the n1ed1un1 put
the slide into the instrument.
" It has been with considerable reluctance that
I have alluded to so much that is sacred and
personal in our fan1ily, but in the interests of spiritual
truth, and for the sole purpose of showing that spirit
photography, by an honest n1edium like Mr. David
Duguid, is possible, I have dee1ned it necessary to·
give these facts, and they have been stated with all
the care and 1nin~teness of detail in tny power. As.
I have said, we failed seven tin1es ; but the eighth
trial gave us something to treasure for life. vVe
are certainly under a deep debt of gratitude to l\1r.
David Duguid for the beneficent use of his tnediun1istic. po,vers in literally 'giving us back cur dea.d,' or
rather, sho,ving us our dear one clothed as he now
is, in his spiritual body, as on the other side.
" 1~ hese are the consolations of Spiritualism .

IOO
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\~·hich

the uninstructed cannot understand or appreciate.
In my humble judgment Spiritualistic
research should be prosecuted in the ho11ze, as, there
only, results \vill be got of the best and purest kind.
rfhat at least has been our experience, and 've
gratefully acknowledge the n1ercies besto,ved on us."

\tVhy should \Ve not accept this as a truthful
statement ?

The 'vord of such a

man as

" Edina " 'vould be accepted to the full on
any other subject, but there is a deep-rooted
antipathy in the public mind against the recog--nition or acceptance of spiritual phenomena.
Florence Marryat, in describing the striking
and marvellous incidents of her life, asks 'vhy
:She should be disbelieved in these matters any
more than Lady Brassey, or Livingstone, or
Stanley regarding their travels.
The most conclusive of testimony as to the
reality of spirit photography \vas that recently
given in London by Mr. Traill Taylor, editor

·o f the British journal of Photography, and one
Df the most capable men it \vas possible to
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get for entering into an investigation of this
matter.

Mr. Taylor holds the first of scientific

reputations, and "\vould have been selected by all
the leading tninds in the \Vorld of photography
as \vorth)r of representing it.

The story told

by him is clear in every detail as to the methods
he adopted to tneet any objections that might
arise, and the success attained \Vas quite in
keeping \Vith \vhat had hitherto been got by
Mr. Glendinning and others in their Glasgow
experiments.

Mr. Glendinning felt so confident

that other honest minds could only reach the
same results as himself, that he prevailed on
Mr. Duguid to visit London, and give these test
sittings to lVIr. Taylor.

This is another stone

in the fabric of evidence that builds up the
ne\v spiritual truths.

Such evidence has been

given again and again by other \vorkers in
this field, but scarcely ever before by a person
enjoying such

a

reputation in this special

domain as does Mr. Taylor.
It \Vas scarcely to be expected that lVI r.

•
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Taylor,s statement, clear as it is, and \vhich, had
it had no connexion \vith spiritual phenomena,
\vould have been \velcomed and \Videly applauded, \vould be accepted.

Even as \tVm.

Crookes, F.R.S., when he blessed Spiritualism,
instead of cursing it as was expected, met vvith
a tremendous amount of ridicule and malignity,
so has Mr. Taylor.

Those vvho heard the story,

\Vhile admitting that Mr. Taylor was quite the
ablest man in the ranks to enter on such an
investigation} still felt that tlze.,v \vould have been
abler still, and yet no one could point out any
other precautions which might have been taken.
As one who was present I kno\v the matter \vas
entirely in his (Mr. Taylor's) hands to do as
seemed to him best.

\tVe vvere as desirous of

truth as he was, and the unprejudiced mind
could only find in it all, results \vhich are
perfectly conclusive of the reality of spirit photography.

Mr. Stead gives publicity to one of

the pictures obtained by Mr. Taylor, in the
April ni1mber of _Revieu; of Reviews, and con-
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eludes his rernarks by saying that " Everything,
of. course, depends upon the accuracy and
·h onesty of the photographer, and the reputation

-of · Mr. Taylor and Mr. Glendinning is above
reproach," and so is it also· with the medium
(Mr. Duguid) \vho only contributed his presence
·:during the experiments, taking the least interest
really of all those who \:vere present.
It might be asked vvhat kind of evidence
\:vould be accepted to prove the reality of the
-various phases of spiritual phenomena?

Could

:-a Tyndall or a Huxley have done more in an
·investigation of this kind than was done by lVI r.
·Taylor, Mr. Glendinning, and those \Vho vvere
associated \vith them ? vVere photography the
·sole phenomenon associated \vith the movement,
·this might require to be investigated again and
-again, but for over thirty years certain positive
··statements have been made, and the evidence
tendered, as to the reality of spirit raps, vvhich
-psychical science can thro\v no light upon.
Cromvvell Varley, F.R.S., \vith his ackno\v-
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ledged electrical experience, thought he could
soon

explode

the

spirit

theory,

but,

in-

stead, he becan1e a devoted and courageous
spiritualist.

vVilliam Crookes, F.R.S., and Dr..

Alfred

Russel

testified

to

Wallace,

the

spirit

F.R.S., have
raps,

and

to

alike
the

phase of materialisation by which forms solid
and tangible are built up.

Mr. Crookes on

many occasions has photographed these physi-calised " forms,'' and Dr. Wallace has vouched
for the

fact

that

\vith

a

spirit

medium

he got a photograph, and, on sending this
abroad to other
recognised

relatives, it \vas at

once

as the portrait of his departed

mother, and certain peculiarities \vhich could.
not be imitated made the matter more certain.
Mr. Taylor has done nothing new, only
corroborated what the many bold but practical
people had found out before-the people \vho,
to get at truth, had stood any number of hard
names.

They \vere not deceivers or idlers

carried a\vay by the light of an idea, but prac-
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tical, sober-minded people, \vho trusted to nothing but experiment,_ and vvilling to tread do\vn
any amount of obstacles that truth might be
reached.

A tnan like Mr. Andre"r Glendinning,

certain of the facts of spirit communion, might,
had he been selfishly inclined, have allo\ved the
\Vorld to sneer on, and have troubled little about
the accumulation of evidence; but the rich fruits
he had gathered during many years made a
paturally generous nature anxious to share
them \vith others.

The propagation of an un-

popular idea \VaS not likely to bring him honour
of any kind.

He kne\v \Yell \vhat all past

experitnenters had to face, but he \vas determined this question should be placed in such
a

position~

cavil.

that there \vould be no reason for

It has been \Vith much patience, and

amid many suspicions, that this careful investigator has helped to make palpable that
there is a roadvvay bet\veen the "undiscovered
country" of spirit life and this \vorld of ours;
that the transcendent intuitions of poets and
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-s eers have been founded on realities \vhich are
no\v being demonstrated ..
We spiritualists have indeed got to kno\v,
beyond a doubt, -vvhat the human race had not
learned in its thousands of years, viz., that death
is a delusion.

The lamp has been kindled at

the light gleaming from the sky, and nothing
-can again put out the flame.
Spiritualism has a certain aim, and does not
mean to drift.

It has come for a divine pur•

pose, to be sacredly cherished and unfolded.
Even Mr. Stead, the longer he pursues his investigations, has less and less to say regarding
the danger of investigation.

He feels and

ackn0\\ ledges that he has entered upon a realm
7

which may yet have many priceless getns to
·g ive up.

The spiritualist must be a coJJze-outer,

able to break a-vvay from trammels and all
-despotic traditions.

The fear of the Evil One,

the bad odour associated -vvith the name "\vitch-craft,'' the unwise and -vveak bits in Old Testament history, stop him not in his investigations.
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"'Thou shalt" and "thou shalt not" of tradition
he asks the authority for, taking nothing on
authority but truths vvhich can be demonstrated.
If the vvorld applauds those \vho joined
•

together fire and \Vater and iron and made it
ready to do men's bidding, if it reverences those
who \Vith audacious hands have taken the
lightning from heaven and sent it to carry
tidings between the ends of the earth, so \vill
it one day surely reverence and honour the
many spiritual vvorkers who have toiled bravely
to make it evident that there is no death.

" He

that \Valks vvith humble men," says a

\VlSe

.

teacher, ''often stumbles over masses of unsunned gold where men, proud in emptiness,
looked only for common dust."
Why should intelligent men mock at small
beginnings like the rise of the modern spiritual
movement?

The great institutions \vhich have

·done the best work for mankind have had to
face the same kind of sneer and ridicule.
tory repeats itself all the . time.

His-

As Lecky
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eloquently points out, the Christian religion,
\Vhich \vas sure] y a potent force for good or
evil, \vas unseen by the leading minds \Vho
made up the intellectual force of the Roman
empire.

No single man of \veight sa\v in it

a conquering po\ver, but glanced at it as some-

thing \veak and ignoble.

Carlyle regrets that

the \vise and penetrating Tacitus could only
see in it a \veak superstition, \Vhile he (Carlyle)
held sotne\vhat similar vie,vs about Spiritualism
(\vhich, according to Theodore Parker, has rnore
evidence for its \Vonders than any other historic
form of religion), as the best vvord he could
offer \vas that it \Vas

cc

the religion of Dead Sea

apes."
That the idea of spirit communion \vill
gro\v and find a place in the people's hearts
is as certain as that the sun shines each day.
The best of minds have \Velcomed it, even
those \Vho could not tolerate it at first.

It is

indeed a choice revelation of liigher itnport
than all physical science has yet given.

Eliza-
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hovv the

1vorld, \Veeping for its dead, did not accord
it \varm welcome.

She found in Spiritualism

the richest consolation.

This age has almost

\vitnessed the abolition of slavery, and to-day
there is not tnore antagonism to Spiritualism
than sixty years since there \Vas towards the
anti-slavery party.

Lloyd Garrison, afterwards

a pronounced Spiritualist, \Vas indeed bold for
conscience sake, for truth and justice, \Vhen he
started the Liberator.

It did not seem as if

the idea which possessed him could take root.
When his enemies made inquiry as to Garrison's
movements in

1831, they reported that his

office was in. an! obscure hole, his only visible
auxiliary a negro-boy, and his supporters a
few insignificant persons of all colours-and
yet in spite of this early report his idea shook
the world.

The 1nan and the negro-boy were

pretty vigorous, and there was a great truth
promulgated from that obscure hole.
Spiritualism, through the brave advocacy
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of heroic men and \VOtnen, is at last becoming
cred-ible; more toleration is now shown for its
claims.

Phenomena once considered trivial

no\v receive attention.

Many are a\vakening

to the ne\v thought, and becoming better able
to read the mystery of their past lives throu,gh
\vhat it teaches.

The influence of a noted

journalist like Mr. Stead is sure to keep the
flame alight, and divert the thought of those
'vho \vant rest on this most important of all
problems that concern us.

Thanks to such

men as Wallace, Crookes, Stainton Moses,.
Taylor, and others, \vho have collected and
verified facts so patiently, and demonstrated
so surely that our dead live on, and take an
affectionate interest in our goings out and

.

.

comtngs tn.

"

7
\\

herever a road opens, and I am moved to examine·

and experiment, there I shall most surely go."-REv.

W.

GEORG E -

ALLEN.

MISCELLANEA.
BJI ANDRE\V GLENDINNING.

EITHER the discoveries made by Mumler,
Stainton Moses, Beattie and others, have
no\v been confirmed, or a very eminent man,
ft

specially trained in rigid investigation, and an
ackno,vledged expert in optics and the che-. mistry and manipulation of photography, hasbeen the victim of a marvellous and inexplicable
delusion.
To say that, notwithstanding all the precautions arranged, and carefully -carried out
by Mr.

Taylor,

deceived, is to

he

\vas

make a

time

after

time·

statement · entirely

opposed to probability and

common sense,.

yet that is the false refuge ·to \vhich some

fl)r

from \vhom better things might be expected.
It exhibits strongly -the_credulity-of incredulity,.

II2
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and an ability to strain out a gnat but swallo\v
a camel.

To print insinuations against the

characters of those \vho investigate ne\v and
itnportant facts, and to air the superior \visdom
of the critics in \Vhat are apparently intended
as '\\ritticisms, may serve the purpose of a day,
but truth remains unsoiled and unassailable.
When George Cruikshank was preparing
his pictorial brochure against Spiritualism, he
\Vas asked what he knew of the subject; he
replied he knew nothing, and did not intend
to inform himself til1 he had finished his book.
That is the position of many in regard to spirit
photography; the less they knov; about it, the
more they feel qualified to judge ; and a man
who, for the first time, deigns to consider it,
will, \Vith the utmost confidence in his own
opinion, condemn as fraudulent a genuine spirit
photograph ; yea, he \vill even profess to disco.v er the mark of the scissors and the grain
of the paper from vvhich he imagines the
photograph has been cut and copied.

11/JS CELLA NEA .
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Other objectors profess to have looked into
the subject, but because they sa \V nothing they
thought \VOrth following up, therefore they
practically conclude it is impossible any one
else can be more fortunate.
That there are, and will continue to be,
honest doubters goes without saying.

There

are scientific men \Vho cannot believe in the
possibility of this ne\v thing-their minds are
in old grooves.
opinion

of

Others say the consensus of

photographers

Granted ; and what

is

of that?

against
Any

it.
mere

opinion as to whether spirit photography be
possible does not in any \vay affect the question.

Opinions do not alter facts.

The facts

in this matter are entirely in favour of the
reality of spirit photography.
There need not no\v be any question as
to

\Vhether

spirit photography is

That was settled thirty years ago.

possible.
There is

nothing in the vvhole range of psychic phenomena for which the evidence is more conclusive.
I

I

14

-

-
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Had there been no other

proof~

the S\vorn evi-

dence of scientific men, bankers, merchants,
a\vyers, photographers,

and

others, at the

M umler trial \vas over\vhelmingly abundant.
And since that trial there has been an accumulation of evidence from various quarters,
yielding proof upon proof that spirit photography is a fact, and must be recognised as
such.

Contradicted it can be; that is easy to

do. Sneered at it may be ; that, too, is not
difficult. A man may sneer at a fact \vhich
he is unable to comprehend, but a sneer proves
nothing.

Neither does an unsupported con-

tradiction, \vhether the contradiction be made
by a single person, or be made as a formal
resolution by a society.
Some of the \vitnesses \vho \Yere examined
on oath at M umler's trial \vere experts, such
as Satnuel K. Fansha\v.

That gentleman \Vas

one of the best miniature painters and facial
experts in N e\v York, and \Vas also familiar
with photographic manipulations.

He said he

/'J1UilfLER' S PICTUR E S .
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\vent to Mumler an entire stranger, sat for a
•

picture, \Vitnesscd the \vhole process, and received a likeness of his mother, \vhich he said
vvas tnore like her than the one he had painted
from memory.

Mr. Livermore, banker, had

three negatives, in \vhich his \vife appeared
in three different positions.

He \vas accom-

panied by Mr. Hitchcock, of the New York

Sun, and Mr. Gurney, a leading photographer.
When Judge Do,vling asked Mr. Livermore if
he recognised these pictures as likenesses of
his \vife, his ans\ver \vas, "

Unnzistakab/;1.'~

The spirit photograph of Abraham Lincoln
has often been referred to.

My copy of it

is no\v too faint for reproduction, but it may
be stated that \vhen Mrs. Lincoln visited Mr.
Mumler, she \vore a thick crape veil, so thick
that no one could distinguish a feature of her
face.

She travelled under an assumed name

from

Springfield

(Illinois)

to Boston, \vent

direct from the train to l\1 umler's house, gave
her name as " Mrs. Lindall," and did not re-
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1nove her veil till the prepared plate \Vas in
the camera ready to be exposed.

She obtained

an excellent picture of her husband, standing
behind her, \vith his hands resting on her
shoulders, and looking do\vn \vith a pleasant
smile.
Prominent An1ericans, \vhose names are vveU
kno\vn in this country, received through Mumler's mediumship test spirit photographs of
friends \vhom they recognised.

Amongst these

may be mentioned the Hon. Henry Wilson,
then Vice-President of the United States, Judge
Edmonds, and William Lloyd Garrison.
As a fair specimen of spirit photographs
obtained through :Yiumler, I submit one (see
opposite) got by the Hon. Moses A. Do\v, \Vho
\VaS editor and proprietor of the vVaverley Maga-

zine, Boston.

The portrait \vas fully recognised

by lVIr. Do\v as that of an amiable and accomplished young lady \vho had been his assistant
editor.

Before sitting for the portrait 1\Ir. Dow

had a seance \vith a lady medium, and received

THE HoK. 1\1osEs A. Dow,

OF

BosTol\", U.S.A., AND THE
ASSISTANT A ND

SPIRIT OF 1\fABEL YVARREN, HIS LITERARY
ADOPTED DAUGHTER.
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from her a message, \vhich purported to be from
his late assistant editor, instructing him \vhen to
go to lVIumler's for the picture, stating that she
\vould appear \Vith a \Vreath of lilies on her
head, \vould stand by his side, \vould put her
hand on his shoulder, and \Vould bring him
beautiful flo\vers.

The photograph has lost

some of its intensity ; but in the original
negative the \vreath of \vhite lilies is very
distinct, and the spirit is holding bet\veen the
thumb and forefinger of the left hand an opening moss-rosebud, the exact counterpart of one
\vhich Mr. Do\v placed bet\vcen the thumb and
forefinger of her left hand, \Vhile her body lay
in the coffin just before the funeral.
Similar tests have been obtained in photographs by other mediums.

On one occasion

Mr. Parkes had a visit from a friend \vho
had promised to spend a forenoon and try
experiments, but he \vas

un,villing to sit

for a portrait o\ving to sudden and severe
illness, \vhich

he

said

\vould

prevent any
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success.

He \vas induced by his \Yife to try.

While Mr. Parkes \vas preparing a plate \vith
collodion his friend

sat do\vn

to compose .

himself, and at once he became conscious of
the presence of a spirit form by the kindly
\Vay· passes \vere made over his head, curing

hin1 entirely of his painful illness.

On the

plate being developed there \vas a graceful
female form standing beside him, \vith her
head bent do\vn\vards to\vards him, and behind
her-extending out\vards and up\vards from
her shoulders-there \vas

a patch of light

seemingly intended to represent 'vings.

The

sitter after\vards solved the enigma by stating
that the influence from the spirit \vas of such
a S\veet and delightful character, that it led
him to hum to himself his favourite hymn :~'

Ho\v delightful the thought that the Angels in bliss,
Daily bend tlzeir briglzt 1oi1zgs to a \Yorld such as
this,
And leave the S\veet songs of the n1ansions above,
To breathe on our boson1s son1e n1essage of love."
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The imagery of the hymn found an embodiment in the photograph.

"I have no

lvings-nor do I require \vings," subsequently
explained the spirit, ''but the appearance of
'vings \vas assumed to please father."
father \vas the sitter.

Her

Little thought he \vhen

\Vaiting \vith a sad heart at the dying bed of
a loved daughter, and

trying

to . sing

the

children's hymn, that the time \vould arrive
\vhen she \Vould come from her spirit home to
cheer him in hours of sorro,v· and give. him her
portrait, or that she \VOU}d be able to render
herself visible to normal sight, and \Vith her
arms round father and mother, kiss them both
and speak to them both.
•

Such are some of

the secret blessings \vhich come to those \Vho
\Vait, \vork, and pray.

'

·" Thank God for this ! oh, n1inist'ring angels, thanks !
My grateful heart
· .Shall through n1y lips pioclain1 the truth. Our dead

Do not depart-
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To son1e far city, never to return.
They often con1e
To aid, to con1fort us, till we too reach
'l'hat brighter hotne ! "

The difficulties and discouragements \Vhich
arise in trying to photograph unseen forms do
not exist to the same extent in photographing
\vhat are called " materialised forms."

Some

excellent results in the latter have been obtained by various persons.

The most notable

instances are those by Mr. Wm. Crookes,.
F.R.S., recorded in the last chapter of his.
valuable book, P lzeno11zena of Spiritualisnz, on
the photographing of the spirit, Katie King, by
the electric light.

At these experiments Mr.

Crookes had five complete sets of photographic
apparatus fitted up, all of \vhich \vere used at
the same time at each seance, and some excellent negatives \Vere obtained.

" But," adds Mr.

Crookes, "photography is as inadequate to
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depict the perfect beauty of Katie's face as
\vords are po\verless to describe her charms of
manner.

Photography may, indeed, give a map

of her countenance ; but hovv can it reproduce
the brilliant purity of her complexion, or the
ever-varying expression of her most mobile
features, no\v overshadovved \vith sadness \Vhen
relating some of the bitter experiences of her
past life, no\v smiling \vith all the innocence of

.

happy girlhood \Vhen she had collected my
children round her, and \vas amusing them by
recounting

anecdotes of her adventures in

India?
' Round her she n1ade an atn1osphere of life ;
The very air see1ned lighter fron1 her eyes,
They 'vere so soft and beautiful, and rife
'Vith all w'e can in1agine of the skies ;
Her overpo,vering presence made you feel
It \Yould not be idolatry to kneel.' "
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Amongst the imrortant papers contributed
to the Psychical Congress at Chicago, one \vas
sent, at the request of the Committee, by
Dr. Alfred Russel Wallace, F.R.S.

In it he

says : " \Vhat are tern1ed spirit photographs, the appearance on a photographic plate of other figures besides
those of the sitters, often those of deceased friends of
the sitters, have no\v been kno,vn for more than
t\Yenty years. Many competent observers have tried
experi'n1ents successfully; but the facts seemed too
extraordinary to carry conviction to any but the
experimenters then1selves, and any allusion to the
subject has usually been met \Vith a smile of
incredulity or a confident assertion of imposture. It
mattered not that most of the 'vit nesses \vere
experienced photographers \Vho took precautions
\Yhich rendered it absolutely impossible that they
w·ere imposed upon. The most incredible suppositions "·ere put forth, by those \vho only had
ignorance and incredulity to qualify them as judges,
in order to sho\v that deception was possible. And
no\Y \Ve have another competent 'vitness, Mr. Traill
Taylor, for n1any years editor of the British J our?Za!
of Photograplzy, \vho, taking every precaution that his
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life-long experience could suggest, yet obtained on his
plates figures 'vhich, so far as normal photography is
concerned, ought not to have been there.''

Dr. Wallace has given

a great deal of

thoughtful consideration to this subject, and
has a large collection of genuine spirit photoIn his book, .J.t liracles a!ld 1l!odern

graphs.

~j;iritualis11z,*

he devotes sixteen pages specially

to the topic.

These pages -like everything

else from Dr. vVallace's pen - are 'vorthy of
careful study, the follo,ving sentences particularly so:" It may be as \Yell to clear a\vay a popular
1nisconception.

~Ir.

G.

H.

Lew·es advised the

Dialectical Con1n1ittee to distinguish carefully between ' facts and inferences fron1 facts.'

This is

especially necessary in the case of what are called
spirit photographs.

The figures \Yhich occur in

these, 'vhen not produced by any hun1an agency,
may be of ' spiritual ' origin, \vithout being figures
' of spirits.' There is n1uch evidence to sho'v that
---

-

*

.

--·-------- - - --
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they are, in son1e cases, forn1s produced by invisible
intelligences, but distinct fron1 then1.

In other cases

the intelligence appears to clothe itself \Yith 1natter
capable of being perceived by us; but even then it
does not follow· that the forn1 produced is the actual
in1age of the spiritual fonn.

It 1nay be but a repro-

r

duction of the former n1ortal forn1 \Yith its terrestrial
a ccon1panin1ents, for purposes of recognition.

!\'lost

persons have heard of these 'ghost pictures,' and
ho\v easily they can be n1ade to order by any photo·
grapher, and are therefore disposed to think they
can be of no use as evidence.

But a little con-

sideration 'vill sho\Y that the n1ea ns by \Yhich shan1
g hosts can be n1anufactured being so \vell known
to all photographers, it becomes easy to apply tests
or arrange conditions so as to prevent imposition.
"The follow-ing are son1e of the n1ore obvious : r. If a person \Yith a knowledge of photography
takes his O\Yn glass plates, exan1ines the can1era
used and all the accessories, and Yratches the "rhole
process of taking a picture, then, if any definite forn1
appears on the negative besides the sitter, it is a
proof that son1e object \vas present capable of reflecting or emitting the actinic rays, although inYisible
to those present.

2.

If an unn1istakable likeness

appears of a deceased person totally u nknow·n to

DR.
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3· If figures ·appear on the

negative having a definite relation to the figure of
the sitter, w·ho chooses his own position, attitude,
and acc0n1paniments, it is a proof that invisible
ngures "Were really there. 4· If a figure appears
-draped in white, and partly behind the dark body
of the sitter \Yithout in the least show·ing · through,

it is a proof that the

"~bite

figure \vas there at the

san1e tin1e, because the dark parts of the negative
are transparent, and any w·hite picture in any \Va y
superposed \Vould shuw through. 5· Even should
none of these tests be applied, yet if a n1ediun1,
-quite independent of the photographer, sees and
describes a figure during the sitting, and an exactly
corresponding figure appears on the plate, it is a
proof that such a figure was there.
"Every one of these tests have no\v been successfully applied in our O\vn country."

Dr. Wallace gives minute details of some
experiments \vhich resulted in his obtaining
photographs \vhich he recognised as unJnisiakable likenesses of his mother.
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When Mr. Duguid \vas first asked to come
to London to give test seances to Mr. Taylor,.
it \vas hoped that 1\ir. Stainton Moses \vould
have so far recovered strength as to be present
at the experiments.

He took great interest in

the subject, and many of his photographs have
been reproduced by Mr. Arthur Maltby and
Mr. Acton.

On March 19th and 26th Mr.

lVIaltby gave lectures in the Athen<eum Hall,
and exhibited on the lantern screen a nu1nber
of spirit-photograph transparencies.

Here are

a fe\v notes made at the meeting on March 19th,
by :VIr. Burns, jun.

Mr. Maltby said :-

'' This lecture is given in n1en1ory of the late
::\Ir. Stainton :Nioses, better known as '~1.A., Oxon,'
editor of Light, 'vriter of n1any valuable books on
Spiritualism, and one of the best friends the cause
ever had. ~'lost of you have either read or heard of
his n1arvellous book called Spirit Teachings, one of
the grandest series of spirit controls ever published.
It teaches a higher Spiritualism than is generally
understood.
"~Iy

object in giving this lecture is to try to con-
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vince you that it is possible to obtain photographs of
friends 'vho have passed a-way. I shall also endeavour
to explain the conditions necessary, ho'v they are
attained, and for \vhat reason. This lecture \vas
suggested by Mr. Stainton Moses, and the pictures· I
an1 about to sho'v you 'vere his. I knew him for
over fifteen years, and have been favoured with
particulars of the most

ren1arkable

events

ever

experienced.
" One n1orning last spring I called on Mr. Moses,
and found hitn busy reading proof-sheets of Mr.
Stead's Real Ghost Stories. \Vhilst discussing these,
the subject of spirit photographs 'vas introduced,
and he inforn1ed n1e that he had a collection of
nearly 4oo, which he offered to lend tne if I thought
they could be suitably converted into lantern slides.
Lt\fter exan1ining the photographs, I found it in1 -

possible in so short a time to select out of so n1.a ny
sufficient for a lecture.

I therefore begged the loan

of then1 all, and \Ve are indebted to n1y friend and
co-\vorker, Mr ..A.cton ("rho is now n1anipulating the
lantern), for his patient efforts in converting so n1any
photographs into lantern transparencies. It \Vas a
111 ost laborious task.
;'Three n1onths later, \Yhen I returned the photographs, Mr. Nloses kindly offered to take the chair
J(
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at this lecture, but that was not to be. The day I
was to submit my notes for his approval, 'vith the
promise of a further and more complete description
of the spirit photographs, he had passed to the higher
life.
" Many present to-night, \Vho are a\vare of the
reality of life after death- a life ever progressive, and
as real as life on earth-can feel \Vith me that this
noble 'vorker is not dead, but lives, continuing his
efforts for the good of humanity as \vhen on earth j
ever \vith us _in our efforts to spread this glorious
truth, which is like the sunshine, dispersing the fog
and mist of orthodoxy and ignorance.
"All the sittings he attended were under strict
test conditions, so there could be no possibility of
fraud or deception. These conditions were, that he
purchased his own plates, marked each with his initials,
put then1 in and took them out of the dark slide,
not allowing them out of his sight until they \vere
fully developed."

Mr. Maltby then sho\ved on the lantern
screen about forty spirit photographs, and other
pictures connected -vvith the subject, all of \vhich
he explained.

Many of the photographs of

spirits had been recognised by the sitters and
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"

He then spoke of the spiritual

advantages to be derived from spirit communion,
and after an invocation he thus concluded : " Should this lecture induce any present to seek
communion with their departed friends, let me .beg
of them to seek only for spiritual aid in an earnest
and prayerful manner, in their own hon1es, amongst
friends \Vho desire to kno\v the truth and 'vill investigate with unbiassed minds. To such success must
con1e, sooner or later; but those who try to use God's
spiritual gifts for worldly and selfish ends will bring
disaster on themselves and discredit on the cause."

At a seance held twenty-nine years ago, the
following question was put as to spirit photographs: "We do not comprehend how these are
produced.

Can you give us any information as

to the process gone through ? "
given

through

the

medium,

The answer
Mr. Peter A.

Chesser, marine engineer, rnay be of interest to
some.

It vvas this : "Spirits impress their

image on the plate by depositing thereon re-
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peated layers of magnetism.

According to

their respective po\vers of affording this, so is
the impression more or less distinct.

The

magnetism must be of the same texture or
affinity as that possessed by the operator; it is
accomplished by a rapid vibration of the spirits'
magnetic etnanation in depositing layer after
layer, and the process is this: The operator by
frequ ent manipulation saturates his materials
\vith his aura-l do not mean the animal aura
of mesmerism, but his spiritual aura; this, by
repeated impression on his part from repeated
manipulations (\vhich require considerable time,.
si nce he is still in the body and has, therefore

7

more difficulty in, as it \Vere, filtering this spirita ura through the pores of his body than have
t he spirits, \vho are not trammelled in like
manner), a t last leaves a positive viscidity on his

.tnaterials

\Vhich serves to retain the first im-

pressions th rO\Yn by the spirits upon it.

v\ 1hen

they from affi nity cohere, the image is rapidly
built up on this superst ructure.

Any person
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through the pores of \Vhose body-material this
spirit-aura can readily pass is in a condition to
take photographs of the kind to vvhich you
refer.

Much passiveness, however, is requisite."

This reply refers, of course, to the photographs in class No. I., mentioned in the Preface,
not to pictures \vhich are produced by spirit
precipitation.
In experiments made \vith Mr. Chesser at
that time (I 864), \Ve used the \vet-collodion process, on nevv glass plates \vhich \vere cut for us
by a glass merchant.

The plates \vere carefully

cleansed and finally \vashed and rubbed by myself \vith spirits of \vine.

We never used a plate

tvvice in such experiments.

What is worth

doing at all is \vorth doing \vell and carefully.
vVe obtained some pictures which would have
been of interest had vve possessed more kno\vledge of the subject, but we aimed too high and
were not satisfied \Vith slo\v progress. In fact \Ve
wanted a clear and good likene_ss of one of our
relatives, so several plates \vere broken and put
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in the dust-bin \vhich, in the light thrown on the
subject by later experience, \Ve should have
prized.

One plate of that period vvas kept be-

cause it had a shado"ry image of the medium,
although he \vas not \vi thin the field of vie\v
\rhen the plate \Vas exposed.

Unfortunately,

the photograph vvas not intensified ; for \vhen I
\Vas \vashing it at the tap, the \Vater got betvveen
the plate and the

collodion~

and away \Vent the

film, but, although torn, I managed to spread
part of it on the glass again.

The follo,ving

.staternent \vas made by one of our unseen
friends \vith respect to that picture.

Our ques-

tions \vere put through the medium, and the
ans\vers \vere given by automatic \vriting.
QUESTION: \Vc

have here a photograph

upon \vhich there exists so n1uch diversity of
opinion that \:ve \van t to knovv vvhat it is ?
ANSWER:

It is yourself, distinctly enough,

but as \Ve see your next question \Ve \vill proceed to explain ho\v it came about that such impression \vas produced on the plate.

FIRST E Jr:PE R £111ENTS .

THE MEDIUM :
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Stop a moment-do you

mean that it is my body or my spirit ?
ANS\VER:

We mean your spirit-aura.

Your

body could not be taken vvithout your being
either directly in front of the camera or reflected
into its focus.

Perhaps it 'vill be better to ex-

plain some of the peculiarities attending this
phase, as it involves many points of interest.
You were standing in front of the camera for
about a quarter of an hour before the picture
Yvas taken or the plate prepared.

In obedience

to a suggestion, you \vere a'vaiting the approach
of the spirit who told you he could be photographed, and, in order to retain your passivity,
you remained standing 'vhere you were.

When

you sa\v him seated you \Vent to prepare the
plate, but not without leaving your emanation
behind, \Vhich, on the plate being exposed, was
duly photographed.

The proof is easy.

Again

stand in the same position for, say, ten minutes,
then leave the room, and let a good clairvoyant
· be introduced and questioned as to vlhat he sees,
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when he will immediately describe you as supplying the place you have ·vacated, with all the
accessories pertaining thereto.

But although he

could at all times see th1s, your emanation could
not at all times be impressed on the plate.

Re-

turning to another matter: Man does not enjoy
only one image of himself, but six, embracing
three individualities, viz., body, soul, and spirit ;
and three emanations proceeding therefrom, respectively, body-odyle, spirit-aura, and
essence.

soul-

These must on no account be con-

founded with each other, as is too often the
case.

Respecting the last- soul and soul ..

essence-as it is more remote, being seldom
brought into play outside the human tenement
(unless under peculiar circutnstances), \Ve do
not intend speaking of it in .:onnexion \Vith the
present topic ; so direct :rour attention more
particularly to the remaining four, partly in explanation of their

at~ributes,

ence to photography.

and partly in refer-

First, then, the body is

most easily impressed upon the plate; requiring
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fewer vibrations than its odylic form, after vvhich,
in order, come spirit, spirit-aura, soul and soulessence, the last requiring millions of vibrations,
\vhich, although costing more effort, takes no
more time, in many cases.
sphere of the spirit.

It depends on the

You may form an idea of

this by taking into account the incredible povver
of motion \vhich spirits possess. Now, the odylic
emanation may be projected by the vvill from
the material body, but the spirit cannot itself be
so projected; it must be, as it \vere, allovved to
:flow forth of its

O\Vll

accord.

Similarly, the

spirit, when thus free to move, can project its
aura in like manner.

In both these cases the

emanation, by its velocity, becomes from necessary friction respectively electrified, or magnetic
and spiritualised ; that is to say, the emanations
become endowed \vith a certain amount of vital
energy, life-force, or, in fact, of existence.

The

mere life-force does not imply intelligence also,
but it does \vhen the emanation is spiritualised.
Man's will is from his spirit ; hence, the vvill
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can project the odyle, but not the spirit, for
\vhen the spirit is absent the \Vill is absent, dormant in reality (as the soul never interferes \Yith
the \viii), and the trance state results.

It is

quite possible for the spirit, under favourable
conditions, to project its aura at the same time
as the projection of the ody]e. The t\vo etnanations corning into contact \vould form a union of
the life-element \Vith the thinking principle.
\V'e do not mean \vith thought, but \vith thoughtmaterial-thought being supplied only by the
spirit, the ideas or germs of thought being suggested by the soul and elaborated by the spirit.
\t\Tithout this constant emanation, or fluid impulse (viz., the soul-essence) to urge it, the spirit
\vould not think ; it \Vould be inactive, the
soul-essence being its
activity.

vivifying impulse to

N O\Y, ' vhen the odyle and aura have

coalesced, a ne\v body, complete in all its
functions, is not therefore the result, but tnerely
a body-elementary, i.e., imbued \Vith life-force,
and

furnished

\Vith thought-material, minus

THE EIDOLON.

thought.
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This, then, is the eidolon, image, you

occasionally hear of.

Still,

you

must

not

suppose it to be severed from the parent body;
by no means: it is linked to it by attraction,
gravitation, and

affinity, or that element of

\vhich you can fortn ideas for practical purposes,
but of \vhich you do not understand the nature.
But, you may say, there

are instances of

eidolons speaking ; now, if it has not thought,
hovv can it speak rationally?

Let us explain:

thoughts are produced by vibrations of their
materials, and vibration is produced by the soulessence throught the spirit, the soul being the
prime reservoir of motion (intellectually). N ovv,
suppose the eidolon to be questioned by the
person to \vhom it appeared, this question being
the result of thought, vjbration would communicate the motion to the intellectual materials
of the eidolon, and this vibration vvould be
instantly felt by the parent h?dy, and an ansvver
returned accordingly.
In reference to the suggestion that spirit

•
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manifestations may be the \Vork of eidolons,
the reply \vas : " As departed spirits do exist,
and can communicate \vith mortals-of \vhich
there is abundant proof-there is no need to
suppose a state of things \vhich does not exist
in order to account for \vhat does."
An explanation \vas also given as to ho-vv
eidolons are formed, but that does not concern
our present subject.
Some investigators seem to think that the
same spirit forms ought not to appear on plates
\vith different people, and that if they do so
the circumstance \varrants suspicion, if it is not
even a proof of fraud.

This is an entire

mistake, and a mistake \vhich can only be
made by those 'vho have not investigated the
matter ·in a practical manner for any considerable length of time.

Apply the same reasoning

to materialisation, or to direct spirit \Vriting,
and see \Vhat it \Vill lead to.

Mr. E. A . D.

Opie, of Adelaide, in a lecture on " Spirit
•

1J1R. OPIE'S PAlifPHLET.

Photography," delivered on July

Ist, 1891,

before the Aqelaide Spiritualistic Association,
made this remark ; " It is necessary to accept
all second-hand

reports

of this

Spiritualism vvith more than

phase

of

usual reserve,

as, in one instance at least, I have discovered,
on con1paring reports of the obtaining of the
same picture by different people."

Mr. Opie

in these \vords probably expresses an op1n1on
held by many others, held in London as \veil
as in Adelaide.
frotn it?

And \vhat are \Ve to infer

That if t\vo sitters get on their plates

a picture of the same spirit form, it will be a
proof of fraud ?

Not at all.

Of course, if

the pictures have been produced by a dishonest
operator, they may be fraudulent.
not a thing to dispute.

That is

But the fact is that

there are in existence a number of genuine
spirit photographs in \Vhich the same abnormal
images are found \Vith various sitters.

Most

of these have differences in size, in attitude,
and in spirit drapery on the forms, but the
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likenesses are identical.

Some of them have

been taken in different places, vvith different
cameras, 'vith plates purchased in different
cities and used by careful investigators.
Mr. Opie's lecture was published in Adelaide
as a pamphlet of twenty-two pages ; it is the
result of much reading, and it is but fair to
Mr. Opie to note that he had no practical
acquaintance with the subject.
Mr. Parkes gave SOlne seances in

I

87 5 in

Mr. Burns's rooms, I 5 Southampton Rovv.

On

one occasion three sitters got spirit for1ns on
three plates.

At the same meeting I requested

that I might be photographed.

A clairvoyante

sitting near me said I ought to get something
good, for she could see a number of spirits near
me.

When the plate vvas developed there were

eleven spirit forms on it.
Several spirit photographs of children have
been obtained.

One of these is the interesting
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one of " Edina's" little boy, a full account of
'vhich is in Mr.
volume.

Robertson's paper in this

Another child's portrait

\vas got

ztue:cpectedly at a test seance in April,

I

8g2.

'fhe arrangements and operations were under
my superintendence.

I invited a lady (Mrs.

J.

N. Anderson) to take a place near the sitter in
order to try \vhether her mediumistic po\ver
\Vould aid the experiment.

I was vexed at not

getting the special result I wanted, but soon I
had cause for gladness in the joy \vhich the
portrait obtained brought to the hearts of the
child's father and mother.

To the notes of the

seance, \vhich were signed by all present, I
added the follo\ving \vords as a postscript :
"The child's dress exhibits

what \vas not

known to any person outside of lVIr. Anderson's
family."

That test is of a kind · to impress a

mother's mind.

Previous to the child's de-

parture he vvas lying cold in bed, \vhen his
mother took from a drawer a night-dress of one
of her older boys, and put it on the ailing child.
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This night-dress had a certain kind of frill round
the neck-band; and that night-dress, \Vtth its
frill and long sleeves, is represented in the
photograph.

There \vas no picture in existence

frotn \Vhich the photograph could have been
copied ; and the likeness is not only attested
by the parents, but by friends of the family,
by Mr.

Jatnes

a~d

Robertson, president of the

Glasgo\v Society, \Vho. had often seen the boy.
Some one may ask, ho\v \vas the photograph of the child obtained, seeing he \vas too
young to come unaided to stand before the
catnera, or to impress his irnage on the prepared
plate \Vithout the camera ? An interesting question, no doubt.

To it I repIy, '' I do not kno\v :

I am stating facts, not trying to explain them."
In the Revie1.v of Revie'Zos for April, 1893,
Mr. Stead suggested that additional experiments
should be tried to obtain psychic pictures \vithout the agency of light or the camera.
opportunity occurred in July to

tr;~

An

the experi-

I

:

..

PSYCHIC PICTURE OBTAINED W JT.HOUT A C AJ\tERA.

L
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I JJfPORTANT EXPER1111ENT.

·ment \Vith a lady \vho is not known to Spiritualistic or occult circles-albeit she is a good
medium and clairvoyant.

A dry plate from

my packet of unused plates was placed in a
mahogany slide.

The lady then held the slide

bet,veen the palms of her hands.

She \vas

under continuous and close observation in a
·\vell-lighted room, and one end of the slide \vas
held by mysel£

On putting the plate in the

·developer, the picture of a child appeared on it.
The plate was not tampered \vith by any one,
nor was there any opportunity given to do so,
nor 'vas it exposed to light until after it was
developed and fixed.

A reproduction of the

picture is given herevvith (see page 145).
Mr. Stainton Moses, at a meeting of the
London Spiritualist Alliance, advised those \vho
intended to experiment in photography to employ a stereoscopic camera.

He considered that

the genuineness of spirit photographs so obtained
could not be called in question.

This opinir.n

has also been held by other investigators.

In

.
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June, .I8~_2,J~qrne,: spi~~~ f ph~,~?gr~r_~s \vere ~u~- :
mitted to an ( ~minent scientific gentleman, to- _
...

..,:..

-

·

;,

•

--

•

I

•

-

-

gether wi~r copies- of the ,. notes, detailing fully .
! ..J

..:.

-

..

•

-

-

-

-

-

the <;onditions
under \vhich.
were..
. .
. - _the_ pictures
-. .
...

.'

~

obtained, and giving the names and -addresses of
J

-

-

all those(- -\vho \vere present
at the experiments.
.
The opinion- of the gentleman vvas expressed. in
~

vvriting -as : follo\vs, _viz. :~-"- Y ~u . have adopted ..
think ~

all the precautions I can

of as being_ .
-

necessary. _The only one thing else I can think
of is th~ employment of ~ binocular camera•.
That is the ji11al Court of Appeal, and _a spirit
photograph taken by it can leave no roo_m for
cavil.''

To those vvho. endorse this opinion I
:

may state I have eight ,photographs taken \Vith
'

I

.

.

binocular
cameras,. all obtained under test con,
.

ditions, and
all :having abnormal figures
vvhich ....
...
.. .. _ ~

~

-

'

...

-

are perfectly stereoscopic per·se, as \veil as in
relation to the sitters.

Halves of tvvo of these.

photographs _ ·accompany

these

They \Vere obtained on the
~

2

miscellanea.*

rst October, 1893,.

See pages 149 and I 53·

\?ART OF A STEREOSCOPIC P AIR OF SPIRIT PH OT OGRAPH
OBTAIXED BY A .LADY OCTOBER 21

'
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A PROPHECY AND L ESSON.

l51

on dry plates purchased from Mr. Doublet, and
the whole of the manipulations, so far as not
done by myself, were under my close and continuous observation.

The results of Mr. Taylor's investigations
are a prophecy and a lesson.

A prophecy of

the coming time \vhen photographs of our
friends, \Vho have passed from earth-life, may
be obtainable by the co-operation with us of
spirits who desire to help us, and who will
find opportunities and conditions to enable
them to do so.

When Mr. Stead's proposal

for a spiritual bureau becomes an accomplished
fact, we may hope, and may reasonably expect,
that spirit photography will be a department
of it.

Many

strange

events, which, fifty

years ago, seemed as unlikely, are now of
frequent occurrence. . Mr. Taylor's experiments
are a lesson, as well as a prophecy.

A lesson

to the materialistic spirit of the age, to guide
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··by ne\v paths to old truths.

The·
materialism
.
" \:

i.t ··~laims

of to-day is dogmatjc an-d gc_tive;
. science. ·as its handmaid) it

bc;>ast~

. the+t ' it .has
.:;

~

sounded the universe and founq. in ~-it npJhing
but the material husks of existence, that all
spiritual beings are nonentities- the product
.

. ..

~

..

of diseased brains-of superstitious- minds·; its
..

:

scllolars ·h ave explored space ·,. from

star . to

star and nave- learned -t hat there is no God ;
tha't man passes at death irito cofd bblivion,' into
blank nothingness.-·
its

leading

To

:

.....

..

"" -

.,..\

'

use·~ the"·-·language :of

teachers:-'' Unpr~judiced , philo,

sophy is co111jJelled to · reject the idea · of an
.

..

iridivl.dual immortality, ·and of a personar·eon-

tin~ance after death. ~ .- Wifh th·e ·~- ae~ay · and
dissolution · of its material substratu·m, ·=through
'vhich alone it has acquired a ~-con.scio~s existence and become-a perso-n, and

-. upon

'vhich it

'vas dependent, the spirit 1JtZtst cease to exist .1-" ·,
· -Again :-" Experience and· daily observation
'

teach

us·· t/tat

.

tlze spirif jeris/teS \Vith its· materia}

.substra-tum ; ·that 1naJZ dies." "

,.,

.\(>.

~

...,
#

~·~
tk .
(i· ~

~

v

'l
/

{

.

I

l

.;.;

~~·

}g'

Mrs. Gree'H, (If HeyUJood (medium), a11d tlze same sjn:,.it jonJZ
as on tlze jr£cedin.g plate, but i?t a di'jfere1Zt attitude, and ·with tlze
birds and fio·wers reversed. Stereoscopic photoxraphs obtained
.Octol•er 21, 1893.

rss
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And :-"There never has been, and never
wz'll be, a real apparition, \Vhich could make

us believe or

assume that the soul of a

deceased individual continues to exist : it is
dead, never to return.''
And once more :-" Spirits and ghosts are
only seen by diseased

or superstitious in-

dividuals."
Undoubtedly these views are quite honestly
arrived at and held by many.
through

early training.

By some

By some in

the

rebound from bigoted and God .. dishonouring
creeds.

By others again in painful perplexity

of mind, while trying to solve the problem of
existence.

But a universe \Vithout a Deity,

and man without a soul, present little to boast
of in the shape of the consolation they can
bring to suffering humanity.
Every opinion a man holds must to some
extent influence his life, and the knowledge
that a man will live after death ought very
considerably to affect his entire character.
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vVe kno"' there is no· such . thing as death,
that . 'vhat

\Ye

- call by : that natne is. really a

birth into . a . higher · sphere-or state'.- of exist-

into ·a 'holier' . and. happier

ence-an entrance·

region, in \Vhose precincts·:r,ve \vill . b~. enabled
through untold ages to · cultivate our. intellects,

perfect our . moral characters, ·.find · .~enjoy to
the full extent of our capabilities all that is
p ure, good, true, ahd godly.

.

.
-.

.,.

" There is no · death: ~ 'vhat seen1s so is transition.
-. This life of 1nortal breath
\

.

.

Is but· the suburb of the life" elysian,
-

\Vhose portal

\Ve

call death:'!:
..

~..

.
:;

.

.-

...

-

..

·-

... . . -.,-. -

-- .

.

....
;..

·,
..

.

~

- Some persons - admit -' the reality of- s-u-p er-

mundane photography, ·but- say it is
the Devil.

the-~\vO:rk

of

Ho\v · long· is this old ·-myth_:_this

theological superstition-to be flaunted ~n- the
face of investigators ? · ho\v long to be -set as a

bugbear- a "bogey- man

" - riot -~

merely to

Spirit form. Part cif a Stereoscopic pair. Tl:e sitter (wlzo does not
•w ish Ius portrait to appear) has obtained spirit plzotograplzs witlt Ius
own camera and plates, whe1t 1to other medium but himself was present, and allma1t ju!atio11s •were done /!y himself.
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frighten naughty children, but to scare grown
men and women, to bar mental progress} and to
stereotype from age to age distorted vie\vs of
God, and of spiritual lavv and truth ?
Some thoughts expressed by "lmperator" to
Mr. Stainton Moses, relating to this imaginary
prince of evil, are so excellent that no apology
is required for appending a fe\v of them: "Cease
to be perplexed by thoughts of an imagined
Devil.

For the honest, pure, and truthful soul

there is no Devil nor Prince of Evi] such as
theology has feigned. Evil comes not nigh him,
the adversaries flee from his presence, and the
powers of evil are po\verless before him.

He is

guarded around by angel guards, ministered to
by bright spirits, \vho \vatch over him and· direct
his footsteps.

For him there \vaits a career of

progressive increase in knowledge, and in all
that elevates and ennobles the intelligence.

He

need fear no Devil, unless he creates one for
hirnseif.

His affinity for good dra\vs around

him influences for good.

He is fenced around

roo
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by guardians; nor 'can- he, sa\re -··'by ·voluntary
sur~entler', fail a victim to , tlle ·-foe.'~*- .

..

/

...

...

.

,

...

_.,

- ...

-

-

-"

In .narrating his experiments, Mr. Taylor
..

.

-

.

confine4J pimself to a statement . of facts ; he··
I

did n9t set forth the spiritualistic hypothesist
nor did he say that any other \vould account
for the. results.
,
sociation ~ .
I ..·

Some
members of the As-

before whom

he read his
~

pape_r
..

were angry .because Spiritualists claimed the
results as an argument in support of Spiritualism. · But why be angry?
must cover

~he

Any explanation

whole ground.

And the expla-

nation . offered by Spiritualists is the only one
\vhich covers the whole ground.

After all, the

facts are only one department of the wonders
"' .

of modern Spiritualism.

What is the good

of the latter ? is asked by those who have not
of its beneficent teachings.
come .within the r(\pge
.
,

The good of it?

It has freed the mind from

• Spirit Teachings, page g8.

From a Plzotcgraph takeu April29, r8g2. Two Stereoscopic photographs of this /orm were obtai1zed 'Witlt
ditfore1Zt s£tters, fifay 2, 1892.

,
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the bondage of dogma, it has swept a\vay the
.fear of death and the gloom of the grave, it has
.purified the affections, it has brought muchneeded consolation in some of the hours of
·earth's bitterest sotTO\VS, it has brought us into
·communioq \Vith those vve love and \vhom \Ve
.are \vont to call dead-given us the kno\vledge
that they live, and given us a reason \vhich
.appeals to our personal experience that as they
live in a higher state of existence, \Ve also shall
live after the change

\Ve

call death.

Our grandest triumphs of science are but
trifles compared \Vith \vhat is before us to be
;realised in the higher life.

Yet men and

women of education and refinement can content
themselves \vith referring the most mysterious
spirit phenomena to conjuring and delusion,
.and can descend to the inanity of trying to
.shelve the \vhole

matter by attacking the

·characters of those \vhom they ought rather
to thank-to bless as the instruments through
whom the death-blo\v must be given to the
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doctrine \vhich denies the existence of the spirit
~-

'vorld, and of our after-life.

At the Photographic Congress held at the
vVorld's Fair, Judge Brad\vell, of Chicago, \vas
chairman of the opening meeting.
troductory

remarks, after

In his in-

summarising

\vork done by- photographers,

he said :

the
-~'

have no doubt there are those \Vithin

I

the

sound of my voice \Vho \Vill live to see the
time \Vhen photographic reproductions \vill be
sent from country to country as quickly as
are telegraphic messages to-day.

In conclu?

sion; may I not ask, 'vho shall say that the
~

-

camera, adjusted by the hand that feels; and
focussed by the sensitive eye · that' sees -be-

yond, \Vith the aid of the intensely sensitive
dry plates, shall ;zot bri1Zg to liglzt and· view
tlze jor11zs of our departed friends,

and solve

tlze problenz of i11t11zortality and life '!"
JUDGE BRAD\VELL IS
VEIL IS LIFTED.
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existence of these historical and intuitional grounds, as is frequently done
by those who would relegate Spiritualism to the limbo of utterly discredited
and disproved superstitions. ~Ir. Robertson's historical resume might, with
probable advantage, be read by the more matter-of-fact, and ~Ir. \Vallis'!'
story by the more sentimental, of the uncompromising opponents of Spiritualism.'' -D. F. G., in The Aguostic Journal.
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Writing to the Editor of BORDERLAND, the Ven.
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